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ÉDITORIAL

MOT DU PRÉSIDENT DE L’EPFL

ÉDITORIAL

MOT DU PRÉSIDENT

Hello everyone!
Welcome to the Forum EPFL Start-Up Day! This year again, we are proud to offer you
a networking experience with more than 80 start-ups from various fields. They may
have different backgrounds but these entrepreneurs are all eager to improve, reinvent,
redesign our world with their futuristic ideas. They will be present on Tuesday to share
their innovative experiences with you!
Whether you are interested in innovation, looking for a motivational working
environment or just curious about how small-scale companies work nowadays, our
Start-Up Day is your event! So make your way to the Swisstech Convention Center
and meet the most passionate and venturous people you’ve ever seen. Take part in the
workshops and listen carefully to the precious advice that these professionals offer. We
hope that you will find what you are seeking for between all the start-ups coming and
that you will be inspired by these future world leaders!
It takes time, energy and courage to launch a Start-Up. That is why young entrepreneurs
are also invited to the Student corner. Whatever the adventure of their business may
be, we hope to provide them with useful tools and tips! Therefore this year a new
mentoring program is introduced, matching skilful start-uppers and students interested
in the same fields of action. The road to success is long and twisted, may the mistakes
and achievements be inspiring and uplifting!
“Don’t worry about failure; you only have to be right once”
- Drew Houston (Co-Founder of Dropbox)
What we are sure of, is that you are right to be one of the 2’000 annual visitors of our
renowned Start-Up Day! This might be your first step into a new passion and lifetime
experience. Who knows!
All the best to you,

Andréa Dardanelli & Camille Azan-Soulié
your Start-Ups Relations
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Rendez-vous incontournable pour les étudiants
et les entreprises, Forum EPFL célèbre sa 37e
édition. Le salon est devenu, depuis quelques
années déjà, le rendez-vous immanquable du
recrutement en Suisse. Je m’en réjouis à plus
forte raison que Forum EPFL est né sous
l’impulsion des étudiants eux-mêmes, et donc
au plus proche de leurs besoins. Et preuve en
est que l’esprit entrepreneurial est bien-là !
Forum EPFL est l’occasion unique de nouer des liens avec l’univers professionnel
et d’échanger avec les représentants des entreprises. Les quelque 190 firmes qui y
participent ne s’y trompent pas : c’est pour eux le lieu idéal pour recruter de jeunes
talents, dans des domaines forts variés et avec cette assurance-qualité qu’offre l’EPFL.
Au détour de discussions informelles, au cours d’entretiens, lors des workshops et de
présentations se nouent ces contacts si essentiels aux étudiants pour se créer un réseau
et profiter de conseils professionnels afin de préparer et réussir leur future carrière.
Au cours de la semaine, quelque 17 000 participants arpenteront les allées du SwissTech
Convention Center afin de bénéficier de cet environnement idéal, en lien direct avec
l’écosystème de l’EPFL. Notre école unique, qui par une offre novatrice et de qualité,
forme les meilleurs talents de demain si nécessaires à la Suisse et au monde. Nos cursus
font la part belle à l’esprit entrepreneurial et les diplômés en sont nourris. Que rêver
de mieux pour qu’ils deviennent ainsi des moteurs de l’innovation dans les entreprises.
Je me réjouis également que des collaborations novatrices se développent entre nos
étudiants et les entreprises afin de donner naissance à leurs idées, à leurs projets ainsi
qu’aux nouvelles technologies que nous adopterons demain.
Alors qu’elle célèbre cette année son 50e anniversaire, l’EPFL reste une université
technologique jeune, ambitieuse, dynamique et entrepreneuriale à l’essor grandissant.
De par les compétences acquises et leurs talents, nos étudiants en sont les meilleurs
ambassadeurs dans leur travail quotidien au sein des grandes entreprises, PME ou start
up qu’ils rejoignent ou créent.
Merci au Forum EPFL d’y contribuer et à tous, étudiants et entrepreneurs, je vous
souhaite, une magnifique 37ème édition.
Martin Vetterli, Président de l’EPFL
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PROGRAMME DE LA SEMAINE

FORUM RESPONSABLE
FORUM RESPONSABLE

PROGRAMME DE LA SEMAINE
LUNDI 7 OCTOBRE
09:00 - 18:30
13:00 - 18:00
18:00 - 20:00

Présentations d’entreprises
Forum Get Ready
Conférence d’honneur

MARDI 8 OCTOBRE
09:00 - 17:00
09:00 - 18:00
18:00 - 20:00

Start-Up Day
Présentations d’entreprises
Concours d’éloquence

MERCREDI 9 OCTOBRE
09:00 - 18:30

Présentations d’entreprises

JEUDI 10 OCTOBRE - Journée des stands
09:00
12:00 - 13:30
17:00

Ouverture des stands, début des workshops et des entretiens
Déjeuners-contact
Fin des workshops et des entretiens, fermeture des stands

VENDREDI 11 OCTOBRE - Journée des stands
09:00
12:00 - 13:30
17:00

Ouverture des stands, début des workshops et des entretiens
Déjeuners-contact
Fin des workshops et des entretiens, fermeture des stands

SAMEDI 12 OCTOBRE
22:00 - 04:00

6

Gala de clôture au Lausanne Palace
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LA SEMAINE EN DÉTAIL

LA SEMAINE EN DÉTAIL

LA SEMAINE EN DÉTAIL

STANDS

TOUT SUR NOS PRESTATIONS
FORUM GET READY

Lundi 7

Journée inaugurale et ultime occasion de vous préparer au Forum EPFL, ce lundi pourrait
vous être profitable si vous n’avez pas pris part à la Skills Week, aux ateliers de correction
de CV ou tout simplement si le stress commence à monter. En effet, notre comité vous
a confectionné une journée de préparation de dernière minute. Shooting photo,
correction de CV, atelier de gestion de la respiration, entretiens individuels “Improve your
elevator pitch” et workshop “Comment approcher un stand ?” vous attendent. Cette journée
se clôturera par la conférence d’honneur durant laquelle des invités de marque débattront
ingénierie et développement durable.

PRÉSENTATIONS D’ENTREPRISES

Lundi 7 | Mardi 8 | Mercredi 9

Les entreprises viennent à vous ! Elles vous exposeront leur philosophie, leurs objectifs,
ainsi que leurs attentes. C’est une formidable opportunité d’établir un contact direct avec
les sociétés qui vous intéressent, ou découvrir des secteurs d’activité auxquels vous n’auriez
sans doute pas pensé. Ces trois jours de présentations seront ponctués d’apéritifs vous
permettant d’échanger directement avec les représentants de ces entreprises.
Retrouvez les horaires de toutes les présentations dasn le Livre des Entreprises, sur notre
site internet forum-epfl.ch ou encore sur votre application Pocket Campus.

START-UP DAY

Mardi 8

La Start-Up Day est la journée réservée aux start-ups. C’est un véritable Forum condensé
sur un jour que nous offrons aux start-ups afin de vous permettre de les découvrir, les
rencontrer et peut-être rejoindre l’une d’entre elles. Pour les entrepreneurs en herbe, venez
défendre votre projet de start-up au Students’ Corner et recevez le feedback d’experts;
idéal pour démarrer votre propre aventure !
Par ailleurs, plusieurs conférences de prestige autour de l’entrepreneuriat se tiendront mardi.
La journée se clôturera par un concours d’éloquence. Venez démontrer vos talents d’orateur
devant un jury d’excellence avec, à la clé, de beaux prix et une expérience inoubliable.

*Ces prestations sont réservées aux étudiants de l’EPFL et nécessitent une inscription sur :
www.forum-epfl.ch
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Jeudi 10 | Vendredi 11

Lors des deux derniers jours du Forum, vous trouverez les emblématiques stands des
entreprises au SwissTech Convention Center sur plus de 1200 m². Venez y rencontrer les
recruteurs et représentants afin d’échanger et établir un premier contact direct avec vos
potentiels futurs employeurs, une rencontre qui pourra s’avérer décisive pour le restant de
votre carrière !

LOGES D’ENTRETIEN *

Jeudi 10 | Vendredi 11

Les loges d’entretien vous permettront de rencontrer les recruteurs et de passer un
entretien formel.
Ces entretiens sont essentiels pour décrocher un stage ou un emploi au Forum.
Pour profiter de cette opportunité unique, connectez-vous sur notre site forum-epfl.ch avec
votre compte Forum EPFL et repérez dans l’onglet “Loges d’entretien” les entreprises qui
vous intéressent. Vous aurez alors la possibilité de soumettre un court texte de motivation
décrivant vos ambitions et votre personnalité. Si votre profil intéresse l’entreprise, vous
serez invité.e à un entretien privé lors de la semaine du Forum.
Les entreprises auront également la possibilité de vous inviter à un entretien via le site
internet ou de manière spontanée en vous rencontrant sur les stands.

Retrouvez les modalités d’inscription sur notre site internet forum-epfl.ch.

WORKSHOPS *

Jeudi 10 | Vendredi 11

Organisés par les entreprises, vous aurez l’occasion de réfléchir avec elles par groupe d’une
trentaine ou d’une cinquantaine d’étudiants au maximum sur une ou plusieurs questions
de leur choix. Encourageant l’interaction entre les étudiants et les représentants
de chaque firme, ces ateliers sont également pour vous une opportunité de jauger
l’environnement dans lequel vous travaillerez potentiellement tout en vous faisant remarquer
par les recruteurs. Véritable moment d’échange, profitez-en également pour en apprendre
plus sur la manière de travailler en entreprise et pour jeter un oeil sur les activités concrètes
de la firme.

DÉJEUNERS-CONTACT *

Jeudi 10 | Vendredi 11

Les journées du Forum EPFL sont intenses, profitez alors d’une accalmie autour d’un repas
en compagnie des représentants d’entreprise. Ces moments de discussion privilégiés vous
offriront un cadre informel pour vous mettre en valeur, poser les questions de votre choix
et sympathiser avec celle ou celui qui déterminera peut-être votre futur professionnel.
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START-UP DAY

PROGRAMME START-UP DAY
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MARDI 8 OCTOBRE

08:30 - 09:00

Petit-Déjeuner des entrepreneurs

09:00 - 17:00

Stands & Student Corner

10:00 - 12:00

Workshop - Michka Mélo

12:30 - 14:30

Workshop - Benedict Stalder

14:30 - 15:30

Conférence - Friedrich Linhart

15:30 - 17:30

Conférence - Cédric Waldburger

17:00 - 18:00

Networking cocktail

18:00 - 20:00

Concours d’éloquence
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Codex Escape Game
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WORKSHOPS

WORKSHOPS

WORKSHOP #1
X Grant

WORKSHOP #2
TUE

10:00 - 12:00

Speaker

2C

BST Management Consulting

TUE

Speaker

Michka Mélo

(FR/EN)

12:30 - 14:30

6C

Benedict Stalder

(FR)

Title

Why not creating your dream job instead of finding it?

Title

Comment débuter son projet sans investisseur ?

Description

Finding a job can be hard. Finding a job that you are truly passionate
about can be even harder. This workshop aims at helping you finding
what your dream job would be. We will also explain how XYGrant can
help you creating it! Learn more at go.epfl.ch/xygrant

Description

Benedict Stalder a lancé sa première entreprise à l’âge de 21 ans! Fort
de son succès, il a dans la foulée créé avec ses associés, deux nouvelles
entités. Après une carrière internationale qui suivra dans de grandes
structures et PME en fortes croissance, il décidera d’offrir son savoirfaire entrepreneurial et de Chief Sales Officer aux startup et scaleup
afin de leur permettre d’accélérer leur apprentissage et d’éviter les
pièges type du début d’activité.
Il co-dirige le programme Innosuisse Social Entrepreneurship avec
SEIF, EPFL Innovation Park et Startup Campus.
Il dirige le programme Sales Management Academy de l’EPFL
Innovation Park, et celui de formation Romand des Experts RCE du
Centre des Entrepreneurs du Groupe Raiffeisen.
Aujourd’hui l’entrepreneuriat semble se définir ainsi: il faut avoir “une
bonne idée” puis écrire un business plan et ensuite surtout pitcher pour
“lever de l’argent”.
Toutefois la réalité du marché est quelque peu différente. S’il est vrai que
fut un temps, seul un business plan suffisait à motiver des investisseurs,
aujourd’hui on attend bien plus.
Derrière les contes de fée de l’entrepreneuriat, on constate qu’une
grande partie des entrepreneurs à succès ont commencé avec très peu
de moyens. Alors comment commencer avec un projet basé sur une
innovation technologique ou basé sur une innovation de marché ?
Comment commencer avant d’avoir un produit ou un service qui est
“prêt pour le marché” ?

12
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CONFÉRENCES

CONFÉRENCE #1
Cédric Waldburger (EN)

Description

14

TUE

15:30 - 17:30

2C

Cédric Waldburger is a serial entrepreneur, investor and minimalist.
He founded his first company at age 14 - a media agency called
Mediasign. Since then, he invested in 10+ companies and founded 5
more spanning from fintech and eCommerce, to social networks and
SaaS.
He was also amongst the first team members at DFINITY – a prominent
blockchain startup backed by Andreesen Horowitz.
His experience on both sides of the table (as a founder and investor)
helps him to bring a unique perspective and solutions to problems in a
wide range of environments.
Cédric is an avid minimalist and has reduced his belongings to just
64 things. Living like that since 2016, he traveled the globe, rarely
staying for more than 4 days in one place. The challenge of running
a successful business while continuously being on the move with just
minimal belongings really fueled him.
His specific skill-set and expertise recently led to him being invited as
a speaker to several high-profile conferences and events in Switzerland
and abroad. The positive feedback received and genuine interest
experienced motivates him to even further expand his involvements
in this field.
Cédric is married and currently lives in Zurich, he is working on new
projects and always looking for experiences which can expand his
horizon.
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CONFÉRENCES

CONFÉRENCE

#2

Friedrich Linhart (EN)

TUE

Start-up

Title
Description

16

14:30 - 15:30

6C

Linhart Intellectual Property

START-UPS

How to protect ideas – an entertaining introduction to intellectual
property protection
Success stories of many companies often start with some type of
innovation or new idea. But what steps can be taken to protect new
ideas in order to use them exclusively, as a basis for the success of
your company? Or in other words: How can you prevent others from
stealing your ideas?
During the conference, Friedrich will provide some answers to these
questions. He will do so by giving an initial overview of intellectual
property protection (e.g. how to protect ideas by means of patents,
trademarks, registered designs and the like), will point out some common
pitfalls in this field and will give practical advice on how these pitfalls
can be avoided. The conference will feature several practical examples
and the audience will be strongly encouraged to actively participate in
discussions and to possibly engage in a short group work or role play.

17

STUDENT CORNER

STUDENT CORNER

6C
STUDENT CORNER
Last year, we created the Student Corner, a dedicated place for entrepreneurial students.
Our aim is to give them the opportunity to present their project, discuss and connect with
incubator such as Xgrant or Masschallenge. It’s an honour for us to help young talents
with amazing ideas from Switzerland! Furthermore, this year, we established a mentoring
program in order to facilitate the communication between successful start-ups of the
Start-Up Day and the young entrepreneurs.
Discover them at this dedicated space!

Recep�on

XYGrant support EPFL bachelor and master students
who want to create their own business. We offer
you coaching, access to our network, immersive
entrepreneurship trips, and funding up to CHF10’000.Do not hesitate to contact us if you are considering
entrepreneurship: it is never to early to get in touch!

By not knowing the reason of the calls, nurses waste up
to 70% of their time going back and forth to the patients’
rooms, to know their needs. We propose you CARING,
a new call system that improves the organization of
hospital, to increase their efficiency.

XYgrant

CARING
Caring

2C
CHESS (Constellation of High Energy Swiss Satellites)
is a space project born at e-Space in february 2019. It will
be the first student mission to launch a constellation.

eSpace
EPFL Space
Center

CHESS

Student
Corner

At Wakeit, we help young people who want to wake
up in a good mood by increasing their motivation and
avoiding tediousness unlike other conventional and
boring alarms. Our app brings the first social wakeup
featuring interactions with friends, games and daily
challenges.

1C
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Wakeit
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STUDENT CORNER

Tengo

Lyf Rescue Drone

Hapstick

20

STUDENT CORNER

Coordination becomes complicated when organising
activities. Tengo offers the game equipment that you
want at the place where you need it the most.
We believe that our product will encourage leisure
time outside with real people, increasing thus physical
activity and public health.
Select the game, open the box, play!

LyF Rescue Drone is a device able to localize precisely
and autonomously buried victims in avalanches,
in a quicker and more efficient manner than actual
commercialized solutions. Driven by two students
found of outdoor activities, the drone increases victim’s
life expentancy by reducing intervention time and over
avalanche risks.

After a lower limb injury it is of the utmost importance
to do proper partial weight bearing but over 80%
of patients fail at doing it correctly. Hapstick is a
connected crutch allowing the patients to know exactly
how much weight they are putting on their injured legs.
Moreover the accompanying app guides the patients
through their recovery journey and gives valuable data
to the doctors, which can be used to tailor the recovery
process to the patient.

, 1C
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PLAN DES STANDS

LISTE DES START-UPS

PLAN MARDI 8 OCTOBRE

LISTE ALPHABÉTIQUE
DES START-UPS

NIVEAU GARDEN

Start-Up

Stand

Page

#..........................………….…………………………………………………………………….....
1plusX

S14

29

A..........................………….…………………………………………………………………….....

6C
S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

S9

S87
S86
S85
S84

S78

Recep�on

S77

S68 S64

33

Alterna

S51

35

aquama

S50

37

Argusa Sarl

S83

39

ARTMYN SA

S34

41

Astrocast SA

S37

43

S62

45

S14 S15 S16 S17 S18

S19 S20 S21 S22

S23 S24 S25 S26 S27

Auterion

S24

47

Avantama AG

S43

49

Avatarion Technology AG

S30

51

AVAtronics

S53

53

S32 S33 S34 S35 S36

S37 S38 S39 S40

S41 S42 S43 S44 S45

S46 S47 S48 S49

S50 S51 S52 S53 S54

B..........................………….…………………………………………………………………….....

S80
S79

31

S85

S10 S11 S12 S13

S28 S29 S30 S31

S81

S3

aiCTX AG

Atracsys LLC

S83
S82

Aeler Technologies SA

2C

Bionomous

S20

55

Bloch Labs

S64

57

C..........................………….…………………………………………………………………….....
Caulys

S46

59

Cleverdist

S35

61

Codex D.

S79

63

CommoChain

S8

65

Conser

S47

67

S59

Coteries SA

S60

69

S75

S60

CYSEC SA

S84

71

S74

S61

D..........................………….…………………………………………………………………….....

S69 S65

S56
S57
S58

S76

S73
S72

Student
Corner

S70 S66
S71 S67

S62
S63

1C

Dathena

S29

73

Datuman Sàrl

S45

75

DermApp

S54

77

E..........................………….…………………………………………………………………….....

22

ECOCOOK

S48

79

Embion Technologies

S65

81

23

LISTE DES START-UPS

24

LISTE DES START-UPS

Exoscale

S74

83

O............................………….…………………………………………………………………….....…

Eyeware Tech SA

S18

85

Olympe

S19

143

F.............................………….…………………………………………………………………….....…

Ouay

S76

145

FAIRTIQ

S78

87

P.............................………….…………………………………………………………………….....…

Fastree3d

S73

89

Parquery

S52

147

Flyability

S57

91

Proov

S23

149

G............................………….…………………………………………………………………….....…

ProtonMail

S61

151

GenLots SA

S5

93

Pryv SA

S16

153

GuestLee

S9

95

Q............................………….…………………………………………………………………….....…

H............................………….…………………………………………………………………….....…

QRCrypto SA

H.Glass

S1

97

R.............................………….…………………………………………………………………….....…

Hydromea

S81

99

S38

155

RetinAI Medical AG

S63

157

I..............................………….…………………………………………………………………….....…

ROVENSO SA

S77

159

Impresso Labs

S58

101

S.............................………….…………………………………………………………………….....…

Inpher

S42

103

Scientific Visual SA

S75

161

Insightness

S27

105

Second Spectrum

S66

163

Insolight

S49

107

SecuLabs

S32

165

InstaDeep

S10

109

Sharing Solutions

S39

167

Iprova Sàrl

S82

111

Silent Laser

S80

169

J..............................………….…………………………………………………………………….....…

Skwoll SA

S56

171

JE EPFL

S72

113

Starmind AG

S6

173

K.............................………….…………………………………………………………………….....…

Stim

S68

175

KITRO SA

S12

115

Swiss Motion Technologies SA

S59

177

KOMP-ACT SA

S13

117

SwissBorg SA

S31

179

L.............................………….…………………………………………………………………….....…

SwissDeCode

S7

181

Largo Films SA

S36

119

T.............................………….…………………………………………………………………….....…

LatticePoint Consulting Sàrl

S44

121

Talents Nest

S70

183

LENR Cars SA

S87

123

Technis

S41

185

LIGENTEC SA

S17

125

TieTalent

S67

187

Linhart Intellectual Property

S11

127

U.............................………….…………………………………………………………………….....…

Lumendo

S21

129

Unit8 SA

LYO-X GmbH

S15

131

V.............................………….…………………………………………………………………….....…

S26

189

M............................………….…………………………………………………………………….....…

Venturelab

S40

191

METACO SA

S33

133

Visium SA

S71

193

Meteomatics AG

S86

135

Volumina Medical

S69

195

microGauge AG

S22

137

VSHN - The DevOps Company

S4

197

MIRO Analytical Technologies

S2

139

Z.............................………….…………………………………………………………………….....…

Mobbot

S28

141

ZebraSkill

S25

199
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PROFILS
DES
START-UPS

1PlusX

We drive effective
data management
for successful
online marketing.

Website

www.1plusx.com/

Languages

English, German

Locations

Zurich, London, Hamburg

Number of employees

Worldwide: 30
Switzerland: -

Year of foundation

2015

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S14

Description
We think pinpointed targeting is the key to online marketing success - it should be available for every publisher
and advertiser. That’s why we designed a platform that is giving you data insights to make your online business
measurably more successful. 1plusX software ingests your data and learns from it in order to make predictions
on how customers and future customers behave online. 1plusX is the turbo hybrid of DMP and CDP that is
driving your revenue.

Job offers

www.1plusx.com

Required profiles

Computer Science

Field(s) of activity: Software as a Service - Advanced Data Management Platform

29

Aeler Technologies SA
Website

https://aeler.com

Languages

French, English, Spanish

Locations

Lausanne

Number of employees

Worldwide: 8
Switzerland: 8

Year of foundation

2018

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S3

Description
We envision a world where containers are efficient, clean and intelligent. AELER creates the 21st-century
intermodal container: lighter, stronger and embedded with state-of-the-art electronics and sensors. Through
this tool, we will reduce operating costs, increase security & safety, reduce fuel consumption & related
emissions, and enable IoT traceability and visibility services at the level of the container.

Job offers
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ

Sales lead, with a background in logistics
Public funding expert
Marketing and PR
Backend dev

Required profiles
ȩȩ Engineers with strong background
in Data analytics/Machine learning/
Optimization
ȩȩ Material sciences engineers with strong
industrial process background
ȩȩ Micro/electrical engineers with strong
embedded system knowledge

Transportations

Field(s) of activity: Manufacturing of intelligent composite containers to enable automation in the freight industry
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aiCTX AG
Website

https://aictx.ai

Languages

English

Locations

Zurich, Switzerland

Number of employees

Worldwide: 15
Switzerland: 15

Year of foundation

2017

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S85

Description
aiCTX is a Swiss high-tech neuromorphic engineering company, specialized in sub-mW ultra-low-power,
millisecond-level ultra-low-latency neuromorphic processor. aiCTX was founded in February 2017 with
headquarter in Zurich, Switzerland. Founded with the world-leading R&D capabilities at the University of
Zurich and the Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich for over 20 years, the neuromorphic processors
developed by aiCTX are 1000 times more power-efficient and deliver 10 times shorter latency than the state
of art deep learning accelerators, realizing sub-mW AI computing and making it an ideal solution for IoT
real-time local processing and other AI applications.

Job offers

Required profiles

We offer paid internships across hardware
design, software engineering and algorithms
R&D fields of expertise, as well as full-time
positions. Check out aictx.ai/join-us/, where
you can stay up to date on our latest job
postings.

We are looking for motivated engineers
specialized in:
ȩȩ Real-time network-based ML (e.g. DNNs,
RNNs, CNNs)
ȩȩ Embedded systems design
ȩȩ PCB design
ȩȩ HDL engineering

Electronics

Field(s) of activity: Semiconductor, AI, ICT

Neuromorphic Intelligence
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Alterna
Site web

http://www.alterna.eco

Langues

Français, Anglais

Lieux

Prilly

Nombre d’employés

Monde : 2
Suisse : 2

Année de fondation

2018

Chiffre d’affaires

-

Stand

Mardi 8
S51

Description
Alterna est une entreprise spécialisée dans l’accompagnement en durabilité pour les entreprises, particuliers et
collectivités publiques. Nous fonctionnons sur la base de 4 modules :
ȩȩ Évaluation : Établissement de bilans environnementaux et examen des risques et opportunités afin de
connaitre les impacts liés aux activités de l’entité.
ȩȩ Action : Mise en oeuvre d’actions à impacts positifs pour des projets déjà identifiés par l’entité ou sur base
des résultats de l’évaluation et des besoins personnalisés.
ȩȩ Communication : Services de créations vidéo, infographies, design graphique ou photos afin d’informer,
engager ou encourager les parties prenantes dans la démarche.
ȩȩ Coaching : Accompagnement et suivi à long terme de l’entité pour continuellement animer sa politique
de développement durable.
Enfin, Alterna est également en cours de développement d’un outil d’auto-évaluation environnemental en
open-source.

Offres d’emploi

Profils recherchés

Pour la création de l’outil d’auto-évaluation,
Alterna est à la recherche de :
ȩȩ
Programmeurs d’outil web (Développeur
GUI)
ȩȩ
Etudiants en projets de master ou
recherche de stage afin de travailler sur
l’ensemble de la méthodologie de l’outil

La philosophie de notre start-up est avant
tout la volonté de s’investir dans des projets
à impacts environnementaux positifs.
Un intérêt marqué pour la thématique
environnementale est donc nécessaire.
L’innovation, la créativité ainsi que l’esprit
critique font également partis de nos
valeurs. Enfin, la capacité d’intégration et de
travail en équipe seront des atouts en votre
faveur. Sections d’intérêt : Ingénierie de
l’environnement, Informatique, Système de
communication, Géoscience.

Nous sommes également ouverts à toutes
candidatures spontanées concernant nos
domaines d’activités.

Conseil & Audit

Activité(s) spécifique(s): Durabilité et Environnement
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aquama
Website

https://aquama.ch

Languages

French, English, German

Locations

Tolochenaz

Number of employees

Worldwide: 13
Switzerland: 9

Year of foundation

2013

Turnover

> 1 Million

Stand

Tuesday 8
S50

Description
aquama® is THE Swiss ecological cleaning and disinfecting solution, 100% biodegradable. aquama® is
a Swiss Cleantech and Fintech that elaborates reactor-powered hydrolysis machines through an Electrical
Chemical Activation technology. aquama® Machines generate in situ, a solution 100% Biodegradable to
clean and disinfect any surface, only with water, salt and electricity, for all business and sectors. All aquama®
machines are linked through an application system, which is able to share the liters produced between users,
with an amazing B2B&B2C economical system embedded. Our goal : to replace the 48 Billions of tons of
Chemical produced every year, and thrown in the environment by aquama®, an econological system.

Job offers
ȩȩ C# dev.
ȩȩ Supply Chain Manager
ȩȩ Markerting Comm / international

Required profiles

Chemical Industry

Field(s) of activity: Cleantech Finetech
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Argusa Sarl

Partenaires technologiques

https://www.argusa.ch/

Langues

Français, Anglais, Allemand,
Italien, Grec

Lieux

Chemin du Rionzi 37
1052 Le Mont-sur-Lausanne

Nombre d’employés

Monde : 4
Suisse : 4

Année de fondation

2018

Chiffre d’affaires

-

Stand

Mardi 8
S83

Description
Argusa est une jeune entreprise de conseil en gestion et exploitation de données établie à Lausanne. Notre
mission est de créer aujourd’hui, les solutions pour les défis de demain. Nous avons un large portefeuille de
clients, actifs notamment dans la production, le commerce en ligne et les produits de luxe.
Nous positionnons notre client au centre pour apporter des solutions innovantes et pertinentes afin de créer
une relation de confiance dans la durée.
Le fondateur et CEO est actif dans le domaine de la BI depuis 20 ans. Les autres collaborateurs ont un
doctorat en physique et ont travaillé au CERN et à l’EPFL.

Activité(s) spécifique(s): Data analytics, visualisation, performance, governance

Offres d’emploi
https://www.argusa.ch/post/argusa-recrute

Profils recherchés
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ

Autonome, sens pratique, responsable
Tendance à voir des opportunités, pas
des problèmes
De préférence en possession d’un
doctorat ou master dans un domaine
lié aux données
Niveau minimal en francais: B1, en
anglais: B2
Maîtrise des outils data traditionnels et
de visualisation, un plus!

Informatique

www.argusa.ch

Site web
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ARTMYN SA
Website

https://artmyn.com

Languages

French, English

Locations

St-Sulpice VD

Number of employees

Worldwide: 9
Switzerland: 8

Year of foundation

2016

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S34

Description
Born at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne, ARTMYN offers a new generation of
technological tools and services for the art ecosystem. Combining thousands of photographs captured
with different light sources, including UV and IR lights, ARTMYN generates interactive 5D images and
movies providing a unique emotional experience on screen. The scanning process creates digital twins of
real artworks and extracts their DNA by acquiring their unique features – making the originals unforgeable.

Artmyn redefines the way to
experience, promote and secure art
Cutting edge web applications - Automated Damage Detection Algorithm Digital fingerprints - Secured artwork's DNA - Art & Science

Field(s) of activity: Art Tech

Job offers

Required profiles

Interested? Please send your application by
email to “apply-2019@artmyn.com”.
Include a CV with references, prior
experience, list of accomplishments and a
personal statement.

We are looking for motivated engineers
specialised in:
ȩȩ
Software engineering (C, Python,
Javascript)
ȩȩ
Image processing, AI and security
ȩȩ
Hardware & software control
programming
ȩȩ
WebGL-JS Developper
ȩȩ
Dev Ops
ȩȩ
Electrical & electronic technician

Computer Science

Software engineering - Innovative imaging technology - Online 5D visualization -
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Astrocast SA
Website

https://www.astrocast.com/

Languages

French, English

Locations

Ecublens

Number of employees

Worldwide: 37
Switzerland: 33

Year of foundation

2014

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S37

Description
Astrocast is a startup based in EPFL Innovation Park in Switzerland building a network of leading-edge
nanosatellites in Low Earth Orbit to provide cost-effective access to IoT (Internet of Things). Astrocast will
offer a global coverage including remote areas on land, oceans and mountains. Astrocast terminals collect and
transmit data from sensors or other customer assets. The data is collected by constellation of nanosatellites.
The collected data is stored on the satellite and then forwarded to ground stations located around the globe.
The ground stations forward the data to the cloud database, which is easily accessible to clients.

Job offers
Job offers are published on:
www.astrocast.com/offers/

Required profiles
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ

Satellite operators
Sales
Software & hardware test engineer
Software protocol engineer
Software security engineer
Electronic technician
Microtechnic technician
Telecommunication engineer
Field engineer

Telecommunications

Field(s) of activity: Telecommunication, IoT, M2M
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Atracsys LLC

Optical Measurement Products and Services
for the Medical Industry

fusionTrack family
Real-time high-speed 335 Hz and low latency 4 ms
High-precision 90 μm RMS up to 2 m
Ethernet connection for both data and power (PoE+)
Open system complete access to images and data
Active and passive markers tracked simultaneously

Website

https://www.atracsysmeasurement.com/

Languages

French, English

Locations

Puidoux, Switzerland

Number of employees

Worldwide: 25
Switzerland: 25

Year of foundation

2004

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S62

Description
Atracsys designs, develops, certifies and industrializes real-time image processing systems for embedded
applications and optical metrological systems according to the ISO 13485 medical quality system. Since
2004, we aim to continuously contribute to the improvements in healthcare all around the world, guiding
the surgical instruments with sub-millimetric precision. Atracsys solutions are used whenever measurement
accuracy, speed and reliability are required

spryTrack
Compact & Mobile slightly longer than a pencil
Sub-millimetric precision 130 μm RMS up to 1 m
Bluetooth direct link to a tablet (iOS, Win, Android)
USB 3.0 type C complete access to images and data
Active and passive markers tracked simultaneously

Active and Passive Markers

www.atracsys-measurement.com

Job offers

Required profiles

Open positions :
ȩȩ
Electronic Engineer
ȩȩ
Mechanical Engineer
ȩȩ
Manufacturing Engineer
ȩȩ
Software Developper
ȩȩ
R&D Project Manager (background in
software is a plus)
ȩȩ
Business Development Executive
The candidates can check the job descriptions
and send in their applications directly via the
link:
https://smithnephew.wd5.myworkdayjobs.
com/External

ȩȩ Engineer degree (EPF/ETS) with
proven experience in low-level Software
development
ȩȩ Strong communication skills
ȩȩ Practical experience in C/C++/C++ 11
ȩȩ Team Spirit
ȩȩ Looking for new challenges
ȩȩ Fluent communication in French and
English (B1 or higher level mandatory)

Computer Science

Field(s) of activity: Medical Technology
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Auterion
https://auterion.com/

Languages

English

Locations

Zürich, Switzerland and Los
Angeles, CA, U.S.

Number of employees

Worldwide: 40
Switzerland: 35

Year of foundation

2018

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S24

Description
Auterion is the largest open source drone software company and is a leader in a movement that is bigger
than itself. The company builds the open source operating system for commercial and government drones
on top of PX4, the most widely used flight controller for drones. Our mission is to connect the community
of developers, contributors, and companies creating better technology the open source way. Auterion is cofounded by Lorenz Meier, creator of Pixhawk, founder of PX4 and named MIT Innovator 35 under 35, and
Kevin Sartori, UC Berkeley MBA and a drone industry expert from Silicon Valley.

Field(s) of activity: Open Source Software for Drones and Autonomous Vehichles

Job offers

Required profiles

Internships, Master Thesis Collaborations &
Full-time positions:
ȩȩ Backend Software Engineer
ȩȩ Full Stack Software Engineer
ȩȩ Electrical Engineer
ȩȩ Drone Solutions Engineer
ȩȩ Drone Communications Software Engineer
ȩȩ Technical Account Manager
ȩȩ Product Marketing Manager
See all of our open positions at:
www. auterion.com/jobs/open-positions/

We are looking for people who want to make
a real difference for the future of commercial
drones! We are always looking to speak
to great software engineers, whether your
interest lies in Web Application development,
Flight Control, Computer Vision or technical
client management. Our tech stack includes
C++, Python, Node.js, and Java, and we
offer internships across all disciplines.
Academic backgrounds include computer
science, mechanical engineering, electrical
engineering, and business.

Computer Science

Join the A Team.

Website
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Avantama AG
Website

https://avantama.com

Languages

French, English, German

Locations

Stäfa, Switzerland

Number of employees

Worldwide: 18
Switzerland: 18

Year of foundation

2008

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S43

Description
Avantama is a leader in high-tech materials for electronics. Our material innovations are used in optical and
electronic coatings. Our unique technology and know-how allow fast proof-of-concepts and focused product
developments. This ensures minimizing time-to-market. Our production capacity is at the multi-ton-scale and
we have been an audited materials supplier for electronics since 2016.

Job offers
ȩȩ Materials chemists
ȩȩ Internships

Required profiles
Materials scientists and chemists with a
passion of solving materials problems down
to the nano-scale

Materials

Field(s) of activity: Materials for electronics
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Avatarion Technology AG
Website

http://www.avatarion.ch

Languages

French, English, German

Locations

Y-Parc Yverdon, Technopark
Zurich

Number of employees

Worldwide: 18
Switzerland: 18

Year of foundation

2016

Turnover

1.4 Million

Stand

Tuesday 8
S30

Description
Avatarion is active in humanoid robotics fields. We develop application and accessories for humanoid robots.
We are importer of Hardware Softbank Robots Nao and Pepper in Switzerland. We create the YEO-Suite,
a Microsoft Office packet for the robotic. This software pack allows the work and the usability of the robot
in tourism, healthcare and hospitality. We develop a unique software interface to join Robot Pepper and big
display on the fly. We design and produce accessories like transport case, education caddies and Magic seat
station for NAO humanoid robots. We invent Avatar Kids solution for child with long cancer disease. The
Robot NAO are in the school and the small child is as Avatar in the robot. We have international registered
patent.
Our Market: we are involved in Tourism, banking, Hospitality, Healthcare, Hospital, University and Senior
market. We sales our accessories through worldwide robots reseller. We are based in Technopark Zürich and
in the Technoparc Y-Parc in Yverdon-les-Bains. We work and involve with 6 Swiss universities.

Job offers
ȩȩ Unique opportunity in the field of
humanoid robotics
ȩȩ Flexible working times from 50% to
100%
ȩȩ 2 work locations: Volketswil ZH and
Yverdon-Les-Bains VD
ȩȩ Working on high tech and state-of-the-art
products: Nao and Pepper robots, mobile
devices, M2M technology, IPS and Cloud
services.
ȩȩ You will be part of innovative and
exciting projects like Avatar Kids and the
Avatar Remote Control Solution

Required profiles
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ

Full stack Developper
Android Developper
Marketing Interface Designer
Robotic expert

Electronics

Field(s) of activity: Robotic
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AVAtronics
Website

https://www.avatronics.com/

Languages

English

Locations

Lausanne

Number of employees

Worldwide: 2
Switzerland: 2

Year of foundation

2016

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S53

Description
AVAtronics has developed a wideband Active Noise Cancellation technology. It is applicable to many different
products and industries such as Headphones, Automobiles,Teleconferencing, Hearing aids and many more.

Job offers

Required profiles

Full-time (preferred) and Half-time
employment in Lausanne for experienced
engineers

Senior FPGA design engineers Senior DSP
design engineers
Main skills:
ȩȩ Being experienced in complex system
implementations in FPGA’s and DSP’s
ȩȩ Proficient in HDL programming
ȩȩ Proficient in MATLAB coding and
programming
ȩȩ Experienced in low-latency DSP
implementation
ȩȩ Some knowledge about Acoustics
ȩȩ Free to take long trips to our customers’
sites around the world (mostly EU and
East Asia)

Consumer Goods

Field(s) of activity: Active Noise Cancellation
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Bionomous
Website

http://bionomous.ch/

Languages

French, English

Locations

EPFL

Number of employees

Worldwide: 4
Switzerland: 4

Year of foundation

2019

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S20

Description
Bionomous combines innovative micro-engineering design, machine learning methods and Android based
user interfaces to develop devices to automatically inspect, sort and dispense miniature biological entities, in
particular the egg of zebrafish Danio rerio, which is a common model for studies in genetics, development
and behavioral biology, and toxicology.

Job offers

Required profiles

Biotechnologies

Field(s) of activity: Robotics
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Bloch Labs
Website

BL

www.bloch-labs.com

Languages

French, English, German

Locations

Lausanne

Number of employees

Worldwide: 3
Switzerland: 3

Year of foundation

2019

Turnover

-

L

A

Stand

CH

B

S

Tuesday 8
S64

Description
Bloch Labs’ semiconductor-based gas sensors measure oxygen and water vapor partial pressures in vacuum
systems, which provide the foundation for industrial processes ranging from electronics manufacturing to
freeze drying.
If you’re looking to join a fast-paced deep tech hardware startup as an early employee, then come visit Bloch
Labs.

Job offers
ȩȩ Senior Electrical Engineer: embedded
hardware design, embedded software
development, industrial automation.
Previous microcontroller and/or FPGA
experience required.
ȩȩ Technical Intern / Master’s Student
Project: electro-optical measurements,
Python-based

Gas Sensors for Industrial Vacuum

Required profiles
ȩȩ Electrical engineering
ȩȩ Materials science
ȩȩ Physics

Electrotechnics

Field(s) of activity: Gas sensing
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Caulys

Bring agriculture downtown

Website

https://caulys.com

Languages

French, English

Locations

Switzerland

Number of employees

Worldwide: 8
Switzerland: 6

Year of foundation

2019

Turnover

-

Caulys
Stand

Tuesday 8
S46

Description
We bring agriculture in the heart of our cities so that excellent products can be within everyone’s reach. To do
so, we introduced Caulys-Farm: a technology enabling to produce in a sustainable way, directly where people
live. Our technology is:
ȩȩ Automated: temperature, humidity, air quality, irrigation and luminosity are adjusted in real time
ȩȩ Connected: data collection and adaptive control allow our technology to optimize the plants’ growth
ȩȩ Modular: it is possible to adapt the size of your Caulys-Farm depending on your needs
Up to 200 plants per farm: 50 plants per module, one to four module(s).

Reducing the environmental
footprint by growing on-site.
Less food waste, packaging,
transport & 95% water saved.

Well-being
Planting and harvesting our
own fresh products to
reconnect people with nature
and boost creativity.

Field(s) of activity: Urban Farming / Agriculture urbaine

Job offers

Required profiles

We have several open internships and long
term positions. Already looking forward to
receiving your application!

We are always looking for motivated people
specialized in:
ȩȩ Botanic/Agricultural science
ȩȩ Computer science
ȩȩ Supply-chain
ȩȩ Mecatronics
ȩȩ Sales

Food & Beverages

Sustainability
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Cleverdist
Website

www.cleverdist.com

Languages

English

Locations

Plan-les-Ouates, Geneva

Number of employees

Worldwide: 16
Switzerland: -

Year of foundation

2013

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S35

Description
Cleverdist is a world leader in Industry 4.0 setting a new standard in the design and integration of large
software and control systems. At Cleverdist, we serve a wide range of industries (petrochemical, oil & gas,
energy, transportation, water & wastewater, nuclear, building automation and research) by providing a set of
control system related services such as conceptual design and prototyping, solution architecture, integration
with ERP, custom MES development, supervisory systems, smartphone and web applications and portals.
Our staff adapt to and understand the needs of even the most complex businesses and infrastructures of
today. We are experts in confronting novel problems and thinking “outside of the box” to provide creative
solutions. We work for the most demanding clients worldwide which share a common factor: they are trying
to innovate or disrupt their market and have unprecedented requirements.

Job offers

Required profiles

Join our software engineering artisan team
providing uniquely crafted solutions to
innovative and state-of-the-art industrial
control projects worldwide.
Contribute to the design and the development
of in-house innovative product developments
for industry. Bring your energy and creativity
to technical and design discussions.

Imagine a place where you can bring your full
value while you learn many new things in an
environment full of energetic people with
extensive research experience.
We are looking for people with excellent
computing skills, dedicated to innovation,
problem solving and design and development
of systems in a high-tech environment;
people that can help Cleverdist in continuing
to deliver excellence and create one-of-a-kind
systems, no matter what industry we step
into.

Automation

Field(s) of activity: Industry 4.0, Industrial Automation and Control Systems
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Codex D.

New generation tours

Website

www.codex-d.com

Languages

French, English, Romanian

Locations

Lausanne, Paris

Number of employees

Worldwide: 6
Switzerland: 4

Year of foundation

2018

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S79

Description

LE CONCEPT

Codex D. is a new generation museum experience. We are revolutionizing the museum guides industry by
bringing the excitement of an escape room to it.
In practice?
We built an interactive application where visitors are guided by different characters through an adventure,
making them discover the treasures of the museum they are in. Using texts, calls, music, image recognition
and AR we are able to offer an unique interactive experience to the visitors.

Né de l’engouement du public pour les escapes
games, Codex Discovery permet aux musées et
institutions culturelles de faire vivre des aventures
ludiques et interactives remplies de mystères et
d’énigmes à leurs visiteurs.

Field(s) of activity: New generation museum experience

Job offers
ȩȩ Android or iOS developer
ȩȩ Scenarists

Required profiles
ȩȩ Android or iOS developer
ȩȩ Scenarists

Computer Science

Codex Discovery se présente sous la forme d’une
application narrant un scénario et permettant de
prodiguer consignes, énigmes et bien plus encore,
directement aux visiteurs.
Modernisez la visite de votre institution grâce aux
aventures Codex Discovery.
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CommoChain
Website

www.commochain.io

Languages

French, English

Locations

Geneva

Number of employees

Worldwide: 2
Switzerland: 2

Year of foundation

2018

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S8

Description

Join us!

Field(s) of activity: Interconnecting actors from the international trade of commodities

Job offers

Required profiles

Looking for people who have high
standards and motivation to participate
in an entrepreneurial venture, challenging
status quo, problem solvers and pro-active in
moving to the next level. Early stage start-up
with huge potential in Switzerland (50% of
commodity trading is done here!), join us!

Computer science engineers and data
analysts:
ȩȩ Front/back-end
(Node.js,
Vue.js,
JavaScript...)
ȩȩ Blockchain (Solidity..)
ȩȩ Artificial intelligence applied to OCR
with neural networks
Marketing and Business Development:
ȩȩ Marketing strategy and growth hacking
ȩȩ Partnerships development
ȩȩ Business development, sales
Finance:
ȩȩ Strategy and fund raising

Transportations

Streamlining
International Trade
Back-oﬃce

CommoChain streamlines and secures international trade execution by providing a communication platform
whereby exporters, importers, shipping companies and service providers contribute to the execution of
transactions within a secure and real-time environment. With guaranteed identification of parties involved,
digital exchanges of documents occur in a secured and automated way with an immutable audit trail.
Our platform accelerates execution, reduces costs and risk of fraud, and increases trust between market
participants. We are based in Geneva, one of the biggest commodity trading hub in the world! Join us in this
exciting venture!
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Conser

Credibility
• Independent company, removing risk of bias
• Long-standing reputation in both Switzerland and
internationally
• 10 experts - Highly experienced team with > 60 years
combined working in sustainable investment

Innovation
• Unique meta-analysis approach to ESG rating, using
multiple qualitative and quantitative data sources for
an unbiased view
• Maintain position at forefront of industry thinking

Digital tools
• Value mapping – map client sensitivity and setup
investment principles
• Portfolio check – check the sustainability profile and
impacts of a portfolio
• ESG Consensus® – neutral and systematic
evaluation of > 6000 companies
• Funds Analytics – database of > 600 sustainable
funds

www.conser.ch/en/

Languages

French, English, Italian

Location

Geneva

Number of employees

Worldwide: 8
Switzerland: 7

Year of foundation

2007

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S47

Description
Founded in 2007 in Geneva, Conser is a firm 100% dedicated to responsible investment.
This specialist offers its support, tools and services to private investors, institutions and foundations to ensure
their investments are compliant with the principles of sustainable development.
Conser’s mission is to provide added value to investors by defining, implementing and verifying ESG
investments through cutting-edge technology.
The company has developed a unique and innovative ESG digital tool to assess portfolio sustainability profile.
The systematic and automated methodology is based on a meta-analysis of multiple ESG sources including
implicit evaluations of rating agencies and sustainable asset managers.
As an independent company, active in promoting accountability and transparency within the finance industry,
Conser has an extensive knowledge of the investment universe and a local and international network. It
distinguishes itself by providing neutral and impartial advice, free from any conflict of interest.
Field(s) of activity: Sustainable finance - ESG Independent verifier

Job offers

Required profiles
ȩȩ Sustainable Fintech project manager
and/or programmer
ȩȩ IT Architect
ȩȩ Data analyst
ȩȩ Data science

Finance

The independent sustainable investment verifier

Website
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Coteries SA
Website

https://www.coteries.com

Languages

French, English, German,
Spanish

Locations

EPFL Innovation Park

Number of employees

Worldwide: 7
Switzerland: 7

Year of foundation

2012

Turnover

-

coteries�Lab
Stand

Tuesday 8
S60

Description

Job offers
Internships, employments

coteriesLab

Required profiles
ȩȩ Software developers (iOS, Android, web
(front and back-end), react.js)
ȩȩ Digital Marketing UX/UI Designer
ȩȩ Sales representatives

Computer Science

Coteries is a full-stack digital agency, able to coach you from the idea to design/build your product as well
as marketing it online. The company is specialised in web and mobile app development and develops native
mobile applications in iOS, Android and Windows (+ React Native), as well as websites or complex web
applications. Every project starts with a prototype, static or dynamic. At Coteries, we are experts in developing
prototypes (aka Minimal Viable Product or MVP), and we are also recognised for the quality of our UX/
UI. We can also handle or support your digital marketing efforts. We are pleased to count big companies
like Swisscom, Localsearch, EPFL and startup companies like MindMaze or Geosatis in our customer base.
Finally, we also develop our own products, like Planify: A Group Travel Planning Solution, allowing group
travel organisers to create and share an always up to date program for their participants.
More info: planify.io

Let’s meet!
Coteries.com
Sébastien Flury, CEO

+41 78 822 96 47
seb@coteries.com
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CYSEC SA
Website

http://www.cysec.systems/

Languages

French, English

Locations

Lausanne, Zurich

Number of employees

Worldwide: 15
Switzerland: 15

Year of foundation

2018

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S84

Description

Job offers

Required profiles
Software Scala engineer

Computer Science

Cysec SA is a Swiss Company providing reliable cybersecurity solutions. We are a team of cybersecurity
experts with extensive industry experience in cybersecurity. We believe data has become humanity’s most
important asset. To protect this data, we have built a security platform that can securely store sensitive data
and host critical applications.
We stand for technical excellence, open collaboration, flexibility and reliability.
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Dathena

DATA BREACHES END
HERE.
CHALLENGE

Organizations of all sizes that
fail to protect their data can
expect to experience any or all
of the follow 3 results:

SOLUTION

1

Loss in Business

2

Regulatory
Non-Compliance

3

Increased Risk
Exposure

62%
of organizations admit they do not know
where their confidential information is*

A Universal Layer of Information Security
that enables End-to-End Data Protection

Our users enjoy th
following key benefits:
Note(*): Forrester Research, 2018

Languages

French, English

Locations

Singapour, Geneva, Lausanne,
Paris

Number of employees

Worldwide: 40
Switzerland: 10

Year of foundation

2016

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S29

Description
With data breaches increasing in frequency, severity and coverage, we now live in a world where data loss is
the new normal. Organizations of all sizes that fail to protect their data can expect to experience any or all
of the 3 results:
ȩȩ Loss in business
ȩȩ Regulatory non-compliance
ȩȩ Increased risk exposure
Developed by industry pioneers for business users, Dathena intimately understands data privacy and
protection needs, and has solved them with our own revolutionary Artificial Intelligence which drives our
approach to data discovery, classification and PII detection, easily covering data volumes of millions of files
and billions of records stored in databases.

Powered By

Pioneering Artificial Intelligence

BENEFITS
Developed by industry
pioneers for business
users,
Dathena
intimately understands
your data privacy and
protection needs, and
has solved them with
our own revolutionary
Artificial Intelligence.

https://www.dathena.io

Job offers
https://www.dathena.io/about/careers

COST
REDUCTION
RISK
REDUCTION
COMPLIANCE
PROMOTION

✓ 30% decrease in data management cost
✓ 80% decrease in data security ops cost

Required profiles
Big Data Engineers (Scala, Spark, Kafka,
Hadoop)

Computer Science

With data breaches increasing
in frequency, severity and
coverage, we now live in a
world where data loss is the
new normal.

Did You Know?

Website

✓ Reduce reputational risks that could lead
to a profit loss of 80%
✓ Eliminate the risk of fines that can reach
4% of global turnover
✓ Locate all personal data and respond to the
main articles of GDPR
✓ Automatically fulfill GDPR’s articles
completely
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Datuman Sàrl

La technologie au service
des humanités

Website

www.datuman.ch

Languages

French, English

Locations

Yverdon-les-Bains

Number of employees

Worldwide: 3
Switzerland: 1

Year of foundation

2017

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S45

Description
We build innovative solutions for the digital humanities. We help public institutions and companies to perform
a successful digital transition by designing in collaboration with domain experts, new software systems to
build, manage, analyze and explore knowledge in the humanities. Through this approach, we aim to help the
professionals to take the ownership, and to have a deep understanding, of their digital data.
To accomplish these goals, we use cutting-edge software development technologies, such as functional
programming, reactive system approach (reactive streams, micro-services & event-sourcing), semantic web
technologies as well as machine learning and data mining.

www.datuman.ch

Job offers

Required profiles

Scala development engineer with experience
in one or more following domains:
ȩȩ Event-sourcing/micro-services : Lagom
ȩȩ Scalajs frontend
ȩȩ Akka
We offer interesting projects using cuttingedge computing technologies to build nextgeneration knowledge managements systems.
Currently, we have several projects in
the domain of Libraries and in historical
cartography.

We are looking for digital humanists
combining experiences in several of the
following domain:
ȩȩ Software engineering (Scala, microservices)
ȩȩ Data sciences (semantic web, data
modeling, machine learning)
ȩȩ Library science
ȩȩ Historical science

Computer Science

Field(s) of activity: Software development
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DermApp Sàrl
Site web

dermapp.ch

Langues

Français, Anglais, Allemand

Lieux

Dully, Suisse

Nombre d’employés

Monde : Suisse : 9

Année de fondation

2018

Chiffre d’affaires

-

Stand

Mardi 8
S54

Description
DermApp.ch est la première plateforme de consultation dermatologique en ligne de Suisse romande lancée
fin 2018.
L’idée est née du manque de dermatologues disponibles rapidement afin de traiter les pathologies courantes
de patients. Avec l’aide de notre réseau de dermatologues romands, nous nous engageons à donner réponse à
nos usagers dans les 48 heures concernant un problème dermatologique spécifique, sur la base d’une photodocumentation et de réponses à quelques questions simples.
Afin d’offrir la meilleure expérience à nos patients, DermApp a choisi de profiter du vivier de talents en Suisse
Romande, du développement de la Web-App jusqu’au stockage des données.

Offres d’emploi

Profils Recherchés

Biomédical

Activité(s) spécifique(s) : Dermatologie en ligne
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ECOCOOK
Website

ecocook.com

Languages

French, English, Spanish

Locations

Lausanne (HQ), Barcelona

Number of employees

Worldwide: 3
Switzerland: 3

Year of foundation

2016

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S48

Description

Field(s) of activity: Restaurant’s Sustainability Assessment Certification and Communication

Job offers

Required profiles
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ

Environmental engineers
Environmental biologist
Environmental Chemist or equivalent
Commercial engineer

Technology Consulting

Here is our pledge, and this is why we spent four years refining the best Ecocook Program. Food is one
of the main causes of health and environmental issues. But restaurants don’t have any guidance on how to
become sustainable and consumers don’t have a clue where to find sustainable restaurants. We developed
the sustainable restaurant certification program Ecocook. We work with restaurants to impact positively on
people’s health and the environment. We raise the standard in this industry. How? A concrete program with the
state-of-the-art technique made easy, applicable by everyone. We report restaurant’s sustainability assessment
results through our social media and our website to help consumers make healthier and more sustainable
choices. Restaurants that are sustainable enough acquire a certificate. Ecocook is like the “Sustainability
Michelin Star Guide » made in Switzerland and internationally recognized. We are proud to work with Tom
Café, the International Olympic Committee, Takinoa, EPFL, La Pinte Vaudoise, GastroVaud, and 2*Michelin
Star Le Pont de Brent.
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Don’t think waste...
…think RESOURCE!

Join the Embion team!
We look for “inventors” and “entrepreneurs”.
Are you resourceful, results-oriented and practical
thinking?

Embion Technologies
Website

embiontech.com

Languages

English

Locations

Ecublens, Switzerland

Number of employees

Worldwide: 10
Switzerland: -

Year of foundation

-

Turnover

-

embi n
technologies

Stand

Tuesday 8
S65

Description
Embion builds today the next generation in plant processing technology to meet the planet’s growing
demand in nutrition, materials and energy. Our aim is to become the technology leader for producing natural,
sustainable, low emissions products from underutilized plant side streams across all industries, starting with
nutrition, where our team develops, produces and markets the next-generation of prebiotic ingredients for
humans and animals.
.

Job openings:
Junior business development manager
Multiple R&D positions in food chemistry, food
processes, and materials science
Multiple Intern positions in food chemistry, food
processes, and materials science

www.embiontech.com

embi n
technologies

Job offers

Required profiles

Job openings:
ȩȩ Junior business development manager
ȩȩ Multiple R&D positions in food
chemistry, food processes and materials
science
ȩȩ Multiple Intern positions in food
chemistry, food processes and materials
science

We are looking for people with the “inventor”
and “entrepreneur” mindset. You will join a
small but dynamic team that innovates to
bring to the market natural ingredients for
food and cosmetics, made in a sustainable
way.
We are particularly interested for resourceful,
results-oriented and practical thinking
applicants.

Biotechnology

Come and meet us!
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Exoscale
Website

www.exoscale.com

Languages

French, English

Locations

Vaud

Number of employees

Worldwide: 27
Switzerland: -

Year of foundation

2011

Turnover

-

The Swiss-made cloud provider empowering
startups, research and enterprises worldwide.
Simple, scalable, and safe.

Stand

Tuesday 8
S74

Description
Exoscale is a European cloud provider originated in Switzerland with datacenters in Germany, Austria, and
Switzerland. We offer IaaS services like virtual machines, object storage, dns management, and more. Thanks
to a straightforward and automatable interface to operate your infrastructure, Exoscale focuses on security performance - support, in order to give you a simple, scalable, and safe cloud experience.

Job offers
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ

Hiring talented people at our HQ in Lausanne.

SRE - Site Reliability Engineer
Backend Developer
Junior Frontend Developer
Internship positions as well

Required profiles
ȩȩ Java, Clojure, Python, C, Clojure Script
development languages
ȩȩ Devops skills
ȩȩ Cloud and orchestration expertise

Computer Science

Field(s) of activity: Cloud provider
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Eyeware Tech SA
Website

www.eyeware.tech

Languages

French, English, German

Locations

Martigny, Lausanne

Number of employees

Worldwide: 15
Switzerland: 7

Year of foundation

2016

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S18

Description
Join one of the most exciting startups that combines robotics, computer vision, and machine learning!
Welcome to Eyeware, a Swiss startup that develops unique 3D eye tracking technology. Our software allows
people to interact with cars, robots, computers, and phones using only their eyes. We enable machines to
understand our attention and to interact with us in a natural way. Eyeware is building Attention AI for
multiple industries like automotive, robotics, retail, healthcare, gaming, and more. We have active prototype
projects with large industrial corporates, and we are looking for your support to grow our development team.
Recognized as a top-level startup in national and international competitions, we have participated in the
MassChallenge Switzerland 2016 and TechFounders 2017 accelerator programs, and have been nominated in
Top 5 Swiss IT Companies 2017 by SwissICT.

Job offers

Required profiles

Current open positions include: Computer
Vision Researcher, with previous research
experience in computer vision, and a Data
Engineer with experience in working with
technology powered by computer vision and
machine learning/AI. Other positions might
become available so please reach out to us if
you are motivated to be part of our team. We
are also able to offer internships on a wide
range of topics, from web development to
mobile app development or 3D machine
vision algorithms.

We are looking for talented young software
engineers with interest in computer vision,
machine learning, and software engineering.
Experience with C++ and/or Python
is strongly preferred. Internships of 3-6
months are available on exciting projects.
Full-time positions are also available at
our office in Martigny. You can find more
information on our website and feel free to
contact us directly at jobs@eyeware.tech.

Computer Science

Field(s) of activity: Computer Vision, AI, Machine Learning

jobs@eyeware.tech

www.eyeware.tech/careers
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FAIRTIQ
Download
the app

Ticketless solution for public transport

Website

fairtiq.com

Languages

English

Locations

Bern

Number of employees

Worldwide: 45
Switzerland: 45

Year of foundation

2016

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S78

Description
Over 5’000’000 trips have been made with FAIRTIQ, a mobile app that simplifies public transport ticketing
using an innovative geo-positioning based technology. We use state-of-the-art technology and methods for
the software development in order to support our rapidly growing user community.
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Job offers

Required profiles
The very best software engineers, with strong
problem solving ability
ȩȩ Data Scientists
ȩȩ Backend engineers with strong problem
solving ability
ȩȩ Mobile (iOS/Android) engineers

Computer Science

us !

Field(s) of activity: Ticketless public transport
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Fastree3d
INTELLIGENT 3D VISION

• FAST • SAFE • SMART

Our mission : develop the fastest 3D vision sensors to detect surrounding
movements and space. Avoid traffic collisions and enable autonomous navigation.
Your career opportunity : join a multidisciplinary team working on state-ofart systems, chip design, software and quantum photonics.
Automotive Flash LiDAR

Website

www.fastree3d.com

Languages

French, English, German,
Italian

Locations

EPFL Innovation Park
Delft

Number of employees

Worldwide: 11
Switzerland: 9

Year of foundation

2013

Turnover

CHF 250 000

Stand

Tuesday 8
S73

Description

System on chip design

Hardware+embedded software

Fastree3D is a semiconductor company developing fast 3D vision sensors. We aim at reducing collisions in
city environments. Our laser imaging system technology measures the distance and speed of surrounding
objects in real-time. We are a spin-off from EPFL’s AQUA lab, and participate to European R&D projects
with NXP and Robert Bosch.

Laser illumination, single photon detection, optics

Industrial partners R&D support

Awards

Job offers

Required profiles

ȩȩ Digital IC Design Engineer (digital blocks
and DSP cores)
ȩȩ Analog IC Design Engineer (mixedsignal CMOS )
ȩȩ Embedded System Design Engineer
(FPGAsystems)
ȩȩ Software Design Engineer (drivers and
APIs for Windows / Linux)
ȩȩ Optical Engineer (laser and optical
systems)
ȩȩ Internship and master student projects
Applicants will be exposed to all aspects of
photonics semiconductor design, manufacturing,
and testing.

We seek talents to deliver innovation and
embrace our values :
ȩȩ
Inventers yet simplifiers
ȩȩ
Team players: tenacious, dedicated and
entrepreneurial
ȩȩ
Qualifications required : PhD or
Master in Electrical Engineering,
Microtechnology, or Photonics
ȩȩ
2+ years as researcher or design
Engineer.
ȩȩ
Design complex analog or digital
circuits PCB design using CAD tools.
ȩȩ
Designing of test platforms.
ȩȩ
Related experience (3D vision, robotics,
photonics, or industrial electronics) is a
plus.

Electronics

Field(s) of activity: LiDARs for automotive safety in city range using a single chip and “flash” laser time of flight imaging
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Flyability
Website

flyability.com

Languages

French, English

Locations

Lausanne

Number of employees

Worldwide: 80
Switzerland: 80

Year of foundation

2014

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S57

Description

Job offers

Required profiles

We are just at an email away at jobs@flyability.
com already looking forward receiving your
application!

We are always looking for motivated
engineers specialized in:
ȩȩ Firmware
ȩȩ Software
ȩȩ Propulsion
ȩȩ Mechanics
ȩȩ Electronics
ȩȩ Automation
We have multiple open internships and long
term positions.

Electronics

Flyability is a Swiss company building solutions for the inspection and exploration of indoor, inaccessible,
and confined spaces. By allowing drones to be used safely inside buildings, it enables industrial companies
and inspection professionals to reduce downtime, inspection costs, and risks to workers. With hundreds of
customers in over 50 countries in Power Generation, Oil & Gas, Chemicals, Maritime, Infrastructures &
Utilities, and Public Safety, Flyability has pioneered and continues to lead the innovation in the commercial
indoor drone space.
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GenLots SA
Website

www.genlots.com

Languages

French, English, German

Locations

EPFL Innovation Park

Number of employees

Worldwide: 5
Switzerland: 5

Year of foundation

2017

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S5

Description
GenLots is a 2-year old B2B SaaS start-up located at the EPFL Innovation Park with the following mission:
•
Build the Artificial Supply Chain Brain that optimizes decisions in the supply chain of large corporations
through the application of novel technologies. We radically remove inefficiencies which today are
universally present and thought to be insurmountable.
•
Accelerate the transfer of technology from the universities to real world application in the industry
•
Work not only for the benefit of our clients, but also for the benefit of the employees
We have already a major corporation as a client with others soon to follow and currently really need to double
our number of employees to fulfill the increase in traction and develop our roadmap.

Job offers
ȩȩ Project Manager/Allrounder
ȩȩ Front-end Developer (React, JS)
ȩȩ Back-end Developer (Python, DevOps)

Required profiles
You are a motivated young professional
with previous work experience (such as
Junior Enterprise). Impeccable English &
French writing skills and an analytical mind
are preconditions. As an early hire in a highgrowth start-up you will have a strong impact
on our culture and the development of the
company. Therefore, we would like you
to show positivism, a high work ethic and
passion for new technology. You enjoy selflearning with minimum oversight in a rapidly
changing environment.

Computer Science

Field(s) of activity: Machine learning in supply chain
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GuestLee
Website

www.guestlee.ch/

Languages

French, English, Spanish

Locations

Vaud, Switzerland

Number of employees

Worldwide: 7
Switzerland: 7

Year of foundation

2016

Turnover

1 000 000

Stand

Tuesday 8
S9

Description
GuestLee is an innovative Swiss luxury property management company established in 2016. With a collection
of over 100 luxury properties distributed in desirable destinations such as Geneva, Lausanne, Montreux,
Verbier and Zurich, our purpose is to introduce guests to beautiful homes and memorable experiences. Our
houses, chalets and apartments are each located in the heart of their destinations, and have been outfitted to
fill the needs of the most discerning traveller.

Job offers

Required profiles
ȩȩ Data scientists
ȩȩ Software Engineers

Luxury

Field(s) of activity: Real Estate
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H.Glass
Website

www.h.glass

Languages

French, English, German,
Italian, Chinese

Locations

EPFL Innovation Park
Lausanne - Villaz St Pierre

Number of employees

Worldwide: 42
Switzerland: 40

Year of foundation

2011

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S1

Description
H.Glass is expert at engineering and manufacturing a new generation of aesthetic, colored and transparent
solar panels based products. Our company brings together an international team of 42 employees on 3 sites:
production facilities in Villaz-St-Pierre, Research and Development center in EPFL Innovation Park and
a branch in Rome, Italy. H.Glass was established in 2011 with the vision of making the Eco-Habitat and
sustainable building a reality. H.Glass developed a unique manufacturing process of glass encapsulation of
dye-sensitized solar cells in the glass device. Our technology came to life in large pilot projects and has been
recognized by several awards. In 2014, H.Glass received the prestigious “Watt d’Or” award in the category
“Renewable Energy” from the Swiss Federal Office of Energy. Based on its experience, acquired knowhow and passionate work of researchers and engineers, H.Glass is currently developing a new production
technology.

Job offers
ȩȩ

ȩȩ

ȩȩ

Interested in a new challenge? Join us!

ȩȩ

Organic chemist - Master or Ph.D.
in chemistry with proven skills in
organic synthesis, purification and
characterization
Semiconductor device engineer Bachelor or Master in electronical
engineering, including optical science,
electronical science and semiconductor
physics
Laboratory Specialist - Bachelor level
education background on materials,
chemistry, physics, or electronics
Product development engineer / technical
designer - Bachelor in Mechanical Design
/ product Design

Required profiles
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ

Organic chemist
Semiconductor device engineer
Laboratory Specialist DSSC Researcher
Software Engineer
Product development engineer/technical
designer
ȩȩ Electrical Engineer
ȩȩ Agronomist
ȩȩ App Developer

Energy

Field(s) of activity: Aesthetic Solar Cells based Products
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Hydromea

Pioneering access to the subsea environment

Website

www.hydromea.com

Languages

French, English, German

Locations

-

Number of employees

Worldwide: 5
Switzerland: 3

Year of foundation

2014

Turnover

-

hydromea
Stand

Tuesday 8
S81

Description
Hydromea is pioneering access to the subsea environment. Our startup is emerging as an undisputed leader in
providing companies and institutions working underwater with tools and solutions that lead to more informed
decisions and make their work safer, more cost effective and simply a success. We are focused on liberating the
data collection by marrying miniaturized robotics and hardware with sophisticated network algorithms and
communication capabilities. And we do it at a fraction of the cost of the current technologies available in the
harshest environment known to human.

Passionate about exploring the ocean? Touched about saving lives?
Excited to be part of the team that brings the world’s first wireless
underwater drone into the world?
Join us in breaking boundaries in autonomous robotics and wireless
communication in the subsea world.

Field(s) of activity: High-resolution water quality measurements

Job offers

Required profiles

Internships, master thesis, full-time positions

We have several positions for micro-,
mechanical- and electrical engineers as well
as computer scientists on a wide range of
subjects such as:
ȩȩ Control algorithms for swarms of
autonomous underwater vehicles
ȩȩ Mechanical design and construction
ȩȩ Software development
ȩȩ Signal processing and control
ȩȩ Hardware design and embedded systems
programming
ȩȩ Process engineering

Service Provider

Portable underwater robotics is on the cusp of an ocean exploration
revolution. Hydromea leads the way with its disruptive technologies that
have already been deployed at over 4’000m depth in the Pacific, under
ice in Russia and in a number of subsea construction jobs in the North
Sea.

Today our devices are already making an impact in harsh subsea environments at depths exceeding 4’000m.
We are currently scaling up our wireless technology and our patented thrusters to meet increasing demand. At
the same time we are looking for talented and motivated individuals to accelerate technology development of
an underwater wireless drone that will provide access to confined spaces on vessels, eliminating highly risky
human entry into such spaces.

www.hydromea.com
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Impresso Labs
Website

www.impressolabs.io/

Languages

English

Locations

EPFL Innovation Park

Number of employees

Worldwide: 8
Switzerland: 5

Year of foundation

2017

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S58

Description
Impresso Labs, an EPFL-affiliated startup that’s building a Blockchain-based application and platform for
managing resumes, curriculum vitae and professional credentials and creating a decentralized job search/
connection marketplace. Impresso team is looking for an Engineer who is completing a master degree in
the related field and will be performing tasks such as: - Draft a technical paper in support of Impresso’s
business model and ligning with the business whitepaper. Potentially incorporating also other DEDIS Lab
technologies as and when fitting. - Draft a Blockchain backend MVP/Alpha proposal, migrating from a
centralized server for a mobile backend. - To work closely with Business and Mobile development team on all
things related to engineering. (e.g. Ethereum wallet to the mobile App, the ICO/IEO, mBaaS,.... )
This role is for you if you: can work independently, want practical work experience in a start-up business
environment and you aspire to be an entrepreneur.

Job offers

Required profiles

Challenging and interesting start-up working
environment with training and exposure to
the start-up environment and tools.
ȩȩ Be part of an innovative start-up with
ambitions to be a global player
ȩȩ Be part of the product development that
launches the first App of its kind
ȩȩ Have the opportunity to connect/work
with global companies
ȩȩ Exposure to crowd funding activities
through an ICO/IEO

Engineers:
ȩȩ
Computer science
ȩȩ
Blockchain
Web app developer :
ȩȩ
Blockchain Architecture & Distributed
Systems
ȩȩ
Security (Cryptography)
ȩȩ
Database and Large-scale Storage
Systems
ȩȩ
Ability to compose well-written
documentations & technical reports,
ȩȩ
Understanding
of
OOD/OOP
distributed systems, Analyzing data
structures and algorithms and issues
related to scale, security and availability

Job Types: Full-time, Part-time, Internship

Recruitment

Field(s) of activity: Recruitment
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Inpher
Website

www.inpher.io

Languages

French, English, German,
Italian, Chinese, Greek,
Albanese, Hungarian

Locations

Lausanne, New York, San
Francisco

Number of employees

Worldwide: 30
Switzerland: -

Year of foundation

-

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S42

Description
Inpher has pioneered cryptographic Secret Computing© technology for secure, privacy-preserving analytics
and machine learning. As data-driven companies and pervasive AI consume more information, it is increasingly
difficult to access valuable data sources due to expanding privacy regulations, customer confidentiality, crossdepartmental compliance and more. Secret Computing obviates these constraints by keeping data encrypted
while it is being processed; revealing the answers without exposing the inputs.

Job offers
For the full Carrers description, please visit:
https://www.inpher.io/careers#apply

Required profiles
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ

DEVOPS Engineer
JUNIOR SOFTWARE Engineer
Senior DATA SCIENTIST
Senior CRYPTOGRAPHER
Senior SOFTWARE Engineer
Product MARKETING DIRECTOR

Computer Science

Field(s) of activity: Secret Computing
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Insightness
Website

www.insightness.com

Languages

English, German

Locations

Zurich

Number of employees

Worldwide: 12
Switzerland: 12

Year of foundation

2014

Turnover

> 1 Million

Stand

Tuesday 8
S27

Description
We are working with the world’s biggest companies to change the future of computation. Our computer
vision systems allow devices from robots to smart glasses to understand and interact with their environment.
We have developed a novel type of CMOS vision sensor that performs in-pixel data compression and
therefore produces less data than any conventional camera. We are also building our own highly robust and
efficient algorithms for visual SLAM, tracking and other computer vision applications. Some of the biggest
Asian and American players in the field of electronics and information technology are among our customers
and therefore we are constantly looking for motivated and talented engineers from analog, digital and system
design to computer vision and software engineering.

Job offers

Required profiles

ȩȩ An opportunity to work on the next big
thing and to build devices that are used all
around the world.
ȩȩ Chance to work in a great team
ȩȩ Work with cutting edge technology
ȩȩ Flexible work environment and flat
hierarchies
ȩȩ Fair salary and stock options

ȩȩ Computer Vision Engineers ideally with
experience in 3D Computer Vision, C,
C++, python, matlab, ROS, machine
learning
ȩȩ Analog Chip Designers ideally with
experience in image sensor design
ȩȩ Digital Chip Designers ideally with
experience in image sensor design
ȩȩ PCB Designers
ȩȩ Embedded Software Engineers ideally
with experience in FPGAs, uControllers,
MIPI, USB, PCB Design, C, C++

Electronics

Field(s) of activity: Computer Vision Sensors and Software
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Insolight

insolight

Website

https://insolight.ch

Languages

French, English

Locations

EPFL campus

Number of employees

Worldwide: 13
Switzerland: -

Year of foundation

2015

Turnover

-

insolight
Stand

Tuesday 8
S49

Description
Insolight has developed the most efficient flat PV solar module for the rooftop market. By achieving 29%
validated efficiency vs the industry average of 18% on standard silicon panels in similar conditions, our
technology breaks the solar efficiency ceiling and enables solar electricity to become competitive with other
sources of electricity.

Job offers
Internships

Required profiles
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ

Students starting Feb 2020
EPFL Students in their Master’s
STI or Physics curriculum is a plus
Technical-HES students are welcome

Energy

S
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InstaDeep
Website

www.instadeep.com

Languages

English

Locations

London, Paris

Number of employees

Worldwide: 80
Switzerland: -

Year of foundation

-

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S10

Description

Field(s) of activity: Artificial Intelligence

Job offers
ȩȩ Software/Data Engineer -Tunis
ȩȩ UX/UI Designer - Tunis

Portfolios (Online or hard copy) mandatory to
apply for this role
ȩȩ Web Software Engineer - Tunis

Link to your website/Github mandatory to apply
for this role

Required profiles
We at InstaDeep have continuous
opportunities for atypical and/or exceptional
profiles. We value hunger to learn and
motivation above academic achievements
and technical skills.

Technology Consulting

InstaDeep delivers AI-powered decision-making systems for the Enterprise. With expertise in both machine
intelligence research and concrete business deployments, we provide a competitive advantage to our customers
in an AI-first world. Leveraging its expertise in GPU-accelerated computing, deep learning and reinforcement
learning, InstaDeep has built AI systems to tackle the most complex challenges across a range of industries
and sectors.
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Iprova Sàrl
IPROVA IS PIONEERING THE USE OF
ADVANCED COMPUTER ALGORITHMS
TO HELP CREATE THE “NEXT” KEY
COMMERCIALLY RELEVANT INVENTIONS

WE ARE RECRUITING
Inventors with intuitive
knowledge of physics
or electronic engineering
--Data scientists and algorithm
developers with outstanding
expertise in NLP and/or
machine learning

Website

www.iprova.com

Languages

English

Locations

Lausanne, Innovation Park,
Building I; Cambridge and
London, UK

Number of employees

Worldwide: 20
Switzerland: 11

Year of foundation

2010

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S82

Description
Iprova is the pioneer of data-driven invention. Our unique AI software allows us to invent faster and more
diversely than ever before for our customers. Hundreds of patents have been filed based on our inventions by
some of the best known technology companies worldwide. The top 10 largest tech companies in the world
reference our inventions including Apple, Google, and Microsoft. We work across a range of physical science
areas including autonomous vehicles, telecommunications, healthcare, lighting, mobile devices, consumer
electronics and oil & gas.

Job offers

“Iprova is a valuable partner
for Philips. They complement our
own research activities with their
out-of-the-box inventions and help us
to generate IP where and when needed.
I am very impressed by their technical
expertise and advanced thinking.”

ȩȩ Invention Developer
ȩȩ Software/Algorithm Developer
www.iprova.com/recruitment

picture © lagereek / Thinkstock

Customers include

IPROVA.COM

ȩȩ Physicists and electronic engineers for
the role of Invention Developer.
ȩȩ Machine learning and NLP for the role
of Software Developer.
We are searching for genuinely smart
individuals with a deep and intuitive
understanding of their field. Above all we are
searching for people who feel passionately
about advancing the state of the art, whether
it be in our core algorithms or the inventions
we create for our customers.

Ruud Peters, former Chief Intellectual
Property Officer at Philips

HELLO@IPROVA.COM

Required profiles

Computer Science

Field(s) of activity: Artificial Intelligence for Invention
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JE EPFL

Work today with
tomorrow’s engineers!

Site web

je.epfl.ch/

Langues

Français, Anglais

Lieux

Lausanne

Nombre d’employés

Monde : 32
Suisse : 32

Année de fondation

1984

Chiffre d’affaires

CHF 375 000

Stand

Mardi 8
S72

Description

Flexibility

Performance

Activité(s) spécifique(s): Management de projet dans divers domaines comme le digital, le prototypage ou même la traduction.

Offres d’emploi

Profils recherchés

Universités

Reliability

La Junior Entreprise EPFL, passerelle entre le monde étudiant et la vie professionnelle. La Junior Entreprise
EPFL est une association à but non lucratif. Elle existe depuis plus de 35 ans et est composée de 32
gestionnaires de projets bénévoles. Elle a pour principal objectif de faire le lien entre le monde de l’entreprise
et les étudiants de l’EPFL. Ainsi, des entreprises de toutes tailles s’adressent à la JE EPFL afin de confier la
réalisation d’une multitude de projets. En 2018, plus de 177 projets ont été réalisés pour un chiffre d’affaires de
CHF 375 000.- Le travail de la Junior Entreprise EPFL est reconnu dans l’Europe entière et a été récompensé
du titre de Meilleure Junior Entreprise d’Europe en 2018 et du projet le plus Innovant en 2019, preuve de la
haute compétence des étudiants de l’EPFL ainsi que des efforts entrepris par l’EPFL en matière d’innovation.
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KITRO SA

countless human hours

Bringing back the
value of all food

constant humidity control

transportation from the Equator

Website

www.kitro.ch/

Languages

French, English, German

Locations

Zurich, Lausanne

Number of employees

Worldwide: 6
Switzerland: 6

Year of foundation

2017

Turnover

-

9 months incubation

6-8 hours of sunlight per day

Stand

Tuesday 8
S12

Description
KITRO is the first fully automated food management solution for the food and beverage industry that is
based on image processing and machine learning technology. We measure and monitor food waste in order
to increase operational efficiencies and decrease cost. By seamlessly integrating with existing workflows, we
bring actionable insights to the table, enabling our customers to save valuable resources.

.75 metres of soil usage

We are a determined and dynamic team, whose motivation stems from personally seeing food go to waste in
hotels and restaurants. Our goal is to bring an end to this unnecessary waste. We are constantly developing
and improving our product, and strive to coming up with imaginative ways to further enhance it daily, so we
are looking to complement our team with a driven, positive, and open-minded member. Are you ready to
fight food waste?

250cm of water

Field(s) of activity: Food & Clean Tech, IT and Hardware

Job offers
Full stack developer

…just to throw it all away?

Required profiles
Computer Science (Bachelor / Master)

Food & Beverages

Resources necessary to grow this banana:

Use your tech skills to combat food waste and make a positive impact.
Open position: Full stack developer motivated to apply high tech
solutions to build a purpose driven product that tackles FOOD WASTE.
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KOMP-ACT SA
Website

www.komp-act.com

Languages

English

Locations

Ecublens (EPFL Innovation
Park)

Number of employees

Worldwide: 5
Switzerland: 5

Year of foundation

2018

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S13

Description

Electrify from ground to space
for a carbon neutral future

Job offers

Required profiles

Part Time & Full time contract + start-up
benefits

Are you strongly passionated about robotics
and automation as well as in green technology
and want to contribute to a carbon neutral
future?
Open positions:
ȩȩ 1 Electronics and Software Engineer
ȩȩ 2 Positions for Mechanical Engineers/
Designers
ȩȩ 1 Electrical Engineer or Applied Physicist
ȩȩ 1 Marketing and Communication specialist
ȩȩ 1 Sales Engineer

Automation

We are designing a sustainable industry with innovative electric technologies which can automate processes
with faster cycling and actuation time, up to 2 times that of current technologies and reducing energy
consumption by up to 90%. We are expanding our team to boost our go-to-market plan and to boost the
development of breakthrough electric technologies to increase power density and to reduce their costs in
order to enable the transition to green technology from ground to space.
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Largo Films SA

DATA-ASSISTED MOVIEMAKING

Website

largofilms.ch

Languages

English

Locations

Lausanne

Number of employees

Worldwide: 9
Switzerland: 3

Year of foundation

2018

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S36

Description

Job offers

We are hiring!
DATA SCIENTIST
REQUIREMENTS:
- Strong experience in machine learning and deep learning.
- Experience in video, audio, and (or) text analysis.

www.largofilms.ch
info@largofilms.ch

Ch. de la Joliette 4
1006, Lausanne / SWITZERLAND

Data scientist:
ȩȩ Strong experience in machine learning
and deep learning
ȩȩ Experience in video, audio, and (or) text
analysis
Internships:
ȩȩ Master students having experience in
machine learning

Required profiles

Computer Science

We make data-assisted movie-making accessible to the whole industry. Our sophisticated film analytics
technology, LargoAI, is a powerful data-driven artificial intelligence program that can be introduced very early
in the life of a film. It can be implemented as early as the script phase and can continue to help improve the
movie at every stage of development - all the way through filming, post-production and the theatrical release.
LargoAI empowers production companies with data-enhanced ROI uplift while massively reducing risk.
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LatticePoint Consulting Sàrl
Ready to start a new challenge?
Website

www.latticepointconsulting.com

Languages

English

Locations

Geneva, New York

Number of employees

Worldwide: 10
Switzerland: 9

Year of foundation

2014

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S44

Description
LatticePoint is a boutique consulting firm working with various biopharma companies and investors to help
define, establish and defend the value of their products in key markets around the world. LatticePoint is led
by former industry market access leaders who understand how to plan for the political, scientific and financial
realities that will be pivotal in negotiating product access. Our colleagues have significant experience in the
sciences, industry, venture capital and negotiating on behalf of clients in various countries. The output of our
work is used for product commercialization, investment valuations, licensing and M&A due diligence. Our
clients consist of investors and companies in the pre-commercial, commercial, and post-LOE stages across
a variety of therapeutic areas and indications, including oncology, genetic diseases, cell and gene therapies,
and many other orphan and non-orphan areas. LatticePoint has offices in Switzerland and the United States.

Field(s) of activity: Pricing and Market access of pharmaceuticals and medical devices

Job offers

Required profiles
Master or doctorate degree in a healthrelated, scientific or relevant quantitative
subject

Consulting

Then visit LatticePoint booth and discover the
world of Market Access, Pricing and
Reimbursement of Pharmaceuticals and Medical
Devices!

LatticePoint Consulting Sàrl
Cours de Rive 13, 1204 Geneva, Switzerland
Phone: +41 227 076 767
E-mail: contact@latticepointconsulting.com
Internet: www.latticepointconsulting.com
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LENR Cars SA

CONDENSED
MATTER
HYDROGEN
FUSION
GENERATORS

Website

www.lenr-cars.com/

Languages

French, English

Locations

Ecublens, VD

Number of employees

Worldwide: 2
Switzerland: 2

Year of foundation

2012

Turnover

CHF 250 000

Stand

Tuesday 8
S87

Description
LENR Cars is developing disruptive power generators based on LENR technology. LENR or Low Energy
Nuclear Reactions are a set of innovative nuclear reaction that can trigger fusion from ultra dense hydrogen
and transform hydrogen atoms into neutron. Such reactions enable to gather heat energy at low cost from
these free neutrons without producing any waste product or any radioactive emission. LENR Cars is focusing
on a long term goal to use this technology for transportation applications, mainly maritime and road
transportation.

AFFORDABLE

SUSTAINABLE
CLEAN

Job offers

HEAT
&
ELECTRICITY
ON
DEMAND

Required profiles
ȩȩ Microtechnology Engineering
ȩȩ Material Engineering
ȩȩ Nuclear Physics

Energy

Field(s) of activity: Development of power generators, electronics & sensor engineering
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LIGENTEC SA
Website

www.ligentec.com

Languages

French, English

Locations

Lausanne

Number of employees

Worldwide: 12
Switzerland: 12

Year of foundation

2016

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S17

Description
LIGENTEC SA is a company located at EPFL Innovation Park in Switzerland and an expert in offering
Photonic Integrated Circuits (PICs) maintaining very low waveguide propagation loss. The main application
areas include integrated quantum photonics, high Q-filters, supercontinuum generation, pulse generation,
spectroscopy, bio-sensing and microwave photonics. Market areas are Telecom, Medical, High Performance
Computing, Lidar and Space and Scientific.

Job offers
Master thesis Intern

Required profiles
Application Engineer in Integrated Optics

Telecommunications

Field(s) of activity: Microfabrication, Photonic Integrated Circuits, Sensing
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Linhart Intellectual Property
Website

www.linhart-ip.com

Languages

French, English, German,
Catalan, Spanish, Hungarian

Locations

Rolle (Vaud)

Number of employees

Worldwide: 5
Switzerland: 3

Year of foundation

2016

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S11

Description
We are an intellectual property (IP) law firm. In other words: we help our clients to protect their ideas and
to defend their rights against (potential) infringers. We deal with all kinds of IP matters: patent drafting,
prosecution and litigation, trademark and design registrations, contracts, license agreements, freedom-tooperate analysis, negotiations with competitors, IP strategy development... only to name a few. We are a
young, dynamic and diverse team with various backgrounds, for example in engineering and law.

Field(s) of activity: Intellectual Property Legal Consulting / Patent, Trademark and Design Attorney

Job offers

Required profiles

ȩȩ Qualified patent attorney (e.g. qualified
in Europe, the US, Canada or any other
relevant jurisdiction) from any technical/
scientific background
ȩȩ Trainee patent attorney with technical
background in electrical engineering,
mechanical
engineering,
computer
science, physics or a related field.
A strong interest in intellectual property and
the patent attorney profession is absolutely
necessary.
Speculative applications will also be
considered.

Engineers and scientists from all fields, at
Bachelor, Master or PhD level. Interest in
intellectual property and cross-discipline
working, very good writing skills and very
good language skills in English are a must,
sound knowledge of French and/or German
would be highly appreciated. Additional
language skills (e.g. Chinese or Japanese) are
a plus. Candidates should enjoy interacting
with different kinds of people from different
cultural and professional backgrounds.

Consulting

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
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Lumendo

Curing with Light
Our vision is to be recognized by medical professionals as the leading company for injectable
fillers solutions . Our mission is to provide outstanding and most elegant medical fillers
worldwide to allow simple surgeries.
To achieve this, Lumendo is developing a portfolio of innovative, light-active medical fillers.
These can be used to form implants in any cavity inside the body – for example in orthopedic,
dental and neurovascular applications.

Website

www.lumendo.ch

Languages

English

Locations

Renens (VD), Zurich

Number of employees

Worldwide: 12
Switzerland: 12

Year of foundation

2018

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S21

Description
Lumendo is an award-winning Medtech startup and a Spin-off from ETH Zürich and EPFL Lausanne.
Our goal is to have an impact on society by solving clinical problems, which may arise in everyone’s life. We
develop injectable, photopolymerizable implants for application in dentistry, orthopedic and neurosurgery.

Our fillers allow time-saving surgery for the best patient outcome.

www.lumendo.ch
info@lumendo.ch

Supporters and Collaborations

Field(s) of activity: Medical Technology

Job offers

Required profiles

We are always looking for motivated scientists
and engineers to join our team and help us
bring our innovative, light-active fillers to the
market.
Please come by our stand to learn more.

ȩȩ Chemists or chemical engineers with
good synthetic skills for our polymer
synthesis team
ȩȩ Students from chemistry, material,
biomedical
mechanical
science/
engineering or related with laboratory
experience
for
our
application
development team

Biomedical

Contact us
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LYO$X

LYO-X GmbH
Website

www.biologics.lyo-x.com

Languages

English

Locations

Allschwil (BL, CH)

Number of employees

Worldwide: 4
Switzerland: 4

Year of foundation

2014

Turnover

-

PK/PD%and%Systems%Pharmacology%
for%Biotherapeutics


    
  

Supporting development of next generation drugs

Stand

Tuesday 8
S15

Description

New drug formats with novel PK/PD properties and their translation from
animal to human. Drug design, clinical dose – regimen finding, mechanistic
and complex PK/PD modeling including disease modeling, immune cell
kinetic modeling, tumor modeling and viral/bacterial kinetic modeling.
Mechanistic biomarker modeling.

Job offers

Company
LYO-X is a small, high-tech service company located in Basel serving biotech
and global pharmaceutical companies world-wide.
LYO-X GmbH
Dr. Matthias Machacek
Ringstrasse 9
4123 Allschwil
machacek@lyo-x.com

Field(s) of activity: Systems Pharmacology Consulting and Digital Health Development

www.lyo-x.com

ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ

Junior Systems
Pharmacology
Modeller with a Masters degree
Internship in Systems Pharmacology for
students at all levels including Masters,
PhD and PostDoc

Required profiles
We are looking for a highly motivated
individual who wants to impact how drugs
are developed today. If you have great
computational skills and dare to use them
for tackling the complex biology underlying
human disease; LYO-X is the right place
for you. We seek individuals with excellent
analytical and conceptual skills with a
background in engineering, biophysics,
computational sciences or other related fields.
Experience in life science, pharmacology or
drug development is advantageous but not
required. This position is for above average
candidates with a recent Master’s degree
from the ETHZ, EPFL or another top class
university.

Biotechnologies

Specialty

LYO-X is a Swiss company located in Basel providing consulting and Systems Pharmacology modelling
services for the preclinical and clinical development of drugs to customers worldwide. Our customers are
highly innovative biotechnology companies as well as international pharmaceutical companies and non-profit
health organizations. LYO-X is globally one of the few companies that successfully has established itself in
the field of Systems Pharmacology for pharmaceutical development. Our services help customers to make
better decisions in critical development points including target assessment, format selection, compound
design, candidate selection, design and analysis of preclinical PK/PD and GLP toxicology studies, first in
human dose selection, pediatric dose selection and dose / regimen finding studies.
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METACO SA
Website

www.metaco.com

The financial technology company

Language

French, English

for banks

Location

Lausanne

Number of Employees

Worldwide: Switzerland: 18

Year of foundation

2015

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S33

METACO is a Swiss financial technology company
securing the foundations of the tokenized economy.
Established in 2015 with the objective to explore and
solutions, METACO made its breakthrough in 2018 with

Description

the launch of SILO, the digital asset management

ȩȩ A tokenized economy
Throughout the past ten years, digital assets have increasingly gained relevance in the financial sector. Beyond
the growth of cryptocurrency markets, asset tokenization has become the key application of distributed
ledgers: by 2025, it is expected that 10% of the capital markets will be tokenized, effectively shifting the global
economy to a token-based paradigm.
ȩȩ About METACO
METACO is a Swiss financial technology company securing the foundations of the tokenized economy.
Established in 2015 to explore and design institution-grade digital asset management solutions, METACO
made its breakthrough in 2018 with the launch of SILO, the digital asset management solution for banks.

solution for banks.
METACO counts on a team of proficient industry experts
and

software

engineers,

institutional

shareholders

(among which Avaloq, Swisscom, SICPA and Swiss Post)
and a growing network of strategic partners across the
fintech and banking sectors.

Founded by Adrien Treccani and Nicolas Dorier, METACO counts on a team of proficient software
engineers and industry experts, institutional shareholders and a growing network of strategic partners across
the fintech and banking sectors.
Field(s) of activity: Software engineering, Scala, distributed systems, cyber security, fintech, blockchain, crypto assets,
tokenization

Job offers

Work with us
“Working at METACO is a very exciting opportunity to
work on fascinating projects in an environment of
great team spirit"
''My job is always an enjoyable challenge. I learn new

and exciting ideas every day and I am part of a team
where cooperation is a key principle”

metaco.com/careers

ȩȩ Scala Developer
ȩȩ Senior Scala Developers

Required profiles

Scala Developers with:
ȩȩ Experience building scalable and/or
distributed applications in Scala (and/or
an OO language)
ȩȩ Experience with Kanban or SCRUM
(and willingness to actively participate in
ceremonies)
ȩȩ Experience with test driven development,
code reviews, and pairing
ȩȩ Fluent in English with strong team skills
and can do attitude

Computer Science

design institution-grade digital asset management
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Meteomatics AG
THE FUTURE OF WEATHER FORECASTING

Help the world visualise
weather impacts!

Website

www.meteomatics.com

Languages

English, German

Locations

Exter, Berlin, St. Gallen

Number of employees

Worldwide: 30
Switzerland: 25

Year of foundation

2012

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S86

Description

You have a dream to pioneer and fundamentally change
the way weather forecasting insights are delivered?
We`d like to hear from you!
Open positions:
- Web Developer for Weather Visualisations
- UAV Development Engineer
- C++ Software Engineer for Big Data & Web Backend Solutions
- C++ Developer for Drone Operating Systems
- Internship Meteorological Software Development
- WRF-Modeling Specialist

Job offers

Required profiles

Open positions:
ȩȩ Web Developer for Weather Visualizations
ȩȩ UAV Development Engineer
ȩȩ C++ Software Engineer for Big Data &
Web Backend Solutions
ȩȩ C++ Developer for Drone Operating
Systems
ȩȩ Internship Meteorological Software
Development
ȩȩ WRF-Modeling Specialist

Your knowledge of the application of
weather data to meet different organisations’
requirements
combined
with
your
communication skills and analytical abilities
will shape how we communicate across
global markets to help new and existing
businesses grow. Using your influencing and
relationship-building skills, you will provide
the highest quality marketing focus and
content through wide-ranging research and
market analysis.

Computer Science

Weather is Meteomatics’ business and the in-house developed technology gives forecasting a new look. Our
mission as a weather data provider is to enable access to the highest-precision regional and global weather
data by applying our downscaling technique and drone capabilities. In addition to industrial weather forecasts,
we specialize in the distribution of environmental data via our Weather API. We are constantly driven by the
motivation to increase the quality of weather data and forecasts. Not only is our aim to consistently deliver
data of exceptional quality, but also to offer global high-resolution weather models with drone-enhanced
forecasts that enable our customers all around the world to fully optimize their organizations’ performance.
At its heart, Meteomatics pursues two core values: technology and innovation that delivers improved weather
data quality.
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microGauge AG

Unmatched accuracy meets the demands of
current and future vacuum coating applications
One transducer covers the entire process range
greatly reducing control system complexity

Website

www.microgauge.ch

Languages

French, English, German,
Italian

Locations

Zurich

Number of employees

Worldwide: 8
Switzerland: -

Year of foundation

2016

Turnover

-

Robust measurement principle and contamination
protection reduce total cost of ownership
All-in-one solution drop-in ready to replace
conventional gauges on running equipment




Stand



   

Tuesday 8
S22

Description
microGauge AG is a high-tech spin-off company of ETH Zurich. We are developing next generation vacuum
pressure sensors for the coating industry. Our radically new sensing approach will enable our customers to
produce functional thin-films with significantly enhanced quality and yield. These thin films enable the core
functionality of semiconductor devices, solar cells, and OLED displays, they protect packaged food, extend
the lifetime of machining tools or improve the compatibility of medical implants.

Job offers

Required profiles

ȩȩ Embedded System Design & Feedback
Control
ȩȩ R&D: Packaging and System Integration
ȩȩ R&D: MEMS Vacuum Sensors

We are continuously looking for highly
motivated individuals in the domains of
micro, electrical, embedded systems and
mechanical engineering as well as physics to
strengthen our team through full positions,
internships and Master Theses.

Electrotechnology

The future of
vacuum sensing

www.microgauge.ch
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MIRO Analytical Technologies
Website

www.miro-analytical.com

Languages

English, German, Russian

Locations

Dübendorf (Zurich)

Number of employees

Worldwide: 4
Switzerland: 4

Year of foundation

2018

Turnover

-

$1$/<7,&$/
7(&+12/2*,(6

Stand

Tuesday 8
S2

Description

Job offers

Required profiles

We regularly offer internships to support our
R&D and production teams.
Furthermore, we are looking for:
ȩȩ R&D engineers (optics, electronics,
mechanics)
ȩȩ Application engineers
ȩȩ Software engineers

We are looking for motivated people who
are willing to bring in their skills to move our
company forward and bring our product to
the next level.
Educational backgrounds could be:
ȩȩ Engineering: Micro, Software, Electrical,
Optical
ȩȩ Physics, Physical Chemistry
ȩȩ Environmental Sciences

Contact us at jobs@miro-analytical.com

Electrotechnology

MIRO Analytical Technologies is a young company providing novel laser-based gas analyzers for monitoring
of greenhouse gases and air pollutants. Our customers are research institutes, universities, public air-quality
monitoring agencies and industries who need to monitor air-pollutants and greenhouse gases.
We develop and produce our high-tech instruments in Switzerland and sell them around the world. We are
a small but growing international team of scientists and engineers working with cutting edge technology to
provide the most precise and reliable gas analyzers. We offer a flexible work environment with flat hierarchies.
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Mobbot
Website

www.mobbot.ch/

Languages

French, English, German,
Spanish, Arabic

Locations

Fribourg

Number of employees

Worldwide: 5
Switzerland: 2

Year of foundation

2018

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S28

Description
MOBBOT is a young and fast-growing start-up based in Fribourg, providing unique robotic fabrication and
3D concrete printing for the construction industry.
The company’s purpose is to bring efficiency and enhance the working conditions on the jobsite, while
reducing the ecological impact of a very traditional and old style business.
Today we focus our development on infrastructure applications. MOBBOT enables customers to save time
and costs. A 5-day job site work is cut down to < 1 day. The fabrication costs are reduced similarly. Leveraging
a patented 3D concrete printing technique to tackle global construction challenges, we are setting a new
fabrication standard for concrete elements.
The technology developed by MOBBOT is the only 3D concrete printing technology that uses “conventional”
concrete available globally and enables the integration of reinforcement.
We have completed our first large delivery of 3D concrete printed elements. Our goal is to provide a 3D
printing system to our first customer by the end of 2019.

3D concrete printing technology provider
We are reshaping the construction industry

Job offers

Required profiles

To strengthen our creative and dynamic team
in Fribourg we are seeking motivated team
mates and self-driven people.
We cover all domains from the mechanical
engineering, automation, computer science
and material sciences.
We are currently looking for a:
ȩȩ
computer science engineer to
program the slicer, a g-code, the user
interface and integrate computer
vision features
ȩȩ
a mechanical design engineer
ȩȩ
a material science engineer or civil
engineer

The candidates and searched profiles are:
ȩȩ Mechanical engineers with hydraulic
servo-actuators experience, mechanical
design and automation
ȩȩ Computer science engineer, programming
in C++, C#, Rhino
ȩȩ Civil engineers or material science
engineers that love concrete
The ideal candidates should have previous
exposition to startup or SME environment
and a work proficiency in English.

Automation

Field(s) of activity: We bridge modern automation and robotics with construction and material science.
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Olympe
Website

www.olympe.ch

Languages

French, English

Locations

EPFL Innovation Park

Number of employees

Worldwide: 25
Switzerland: 25

Year of foundation

2015

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S19

Description
Innovate FAST & RIGHT with Olympe. The current way of making and running software does not scale up
to the demand. The Olympe platform empowers enterprises to co-create and run comprehensive real-time
and adaptive digital solutions on the fly, from mobile apps to distributed enterprise systems.

Job offers

Required profiles

Software Developers mainly. You want to
change the world of software development
and be part of an international adventure?
Please contact us at hr@olympe.ch, or please
stop by.

Software developers who love:
ȩȩ To try new technologies
ȩȩ To build new stuff
ȩȩ To solve problems and challenges
ȩȩ To share ideas and enjoy teamwork

Who you are:
You’re a coder : you’ve built things for fun,
you’ve tried different languages, you like Java
and/or JavaScript.
You’re an early adopter, you want to use the
latest technologies.
You like to challenge and be challenged.
You get things done.
You’ll become a friend.

Looking for the right team members to work
on IoT, blockchain, artificial intelligence,
distributed systems, mobile apps, robotics..

Computer Science

At Olympe we decided to rethink “software” as a whole, and to provide the key characteristics of what
digitalization requires:
•
Real-time to collaborate
•
Distributed to scale
•
Adaptive to the fast changing demand

Minimum technical skills: Mastering Object
Oriented Programming Language
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Ouay
Website

ouay.ch

Languages

French, English

Locations

St-Prex

Number of employees

Worldwide: 8
Switzerland: 8

Year of foundation

2017

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S76

Description
Our population is aging, family is far away and healthcare costs are skyrocketing, what do we do? Ouay makes
care’s coordination easier between patients, caregivers and relatives for home care services in Switzerland. It
mainly manages traffic jam for caregivers, unexpected events and emergencies, reminders for patients and
delay for both patients and caregivers. Overall, Ouay makes home care services much easier and less time
consuming for everyone included in the process.

Ouay makes care’s coordination easier
between patients, caregivers and
relatives for home care services in
Switzerland.
It mainly manages traffic jam for
caregivers, unexpected events and
emergencies, reminders for patients
and delay for both patients and
caregivers.

Overall, Ouay makes home care services
much easier and less time consuming
for everyone included in the process.
Ouay is looking for hard working, funny
and great people in software and hardware. Come and join our incredibly
motivated team and help us transform
the life of hundred of thousands of
people in this country and across
Europe.
Apply at job@ouay.ch

Field(s) of activity: HealthTech

Job offers
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ

Electronic Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
iOS Developer
Software Embedded Engineer

Feel free to come to our booth to get more
information.

Required profiles
Ouay is looking for hard working, funny
and great people in software and hardware
engineering.
Come and join our incredibly motivated team
and help us transform the life of hundred
of thousands of people in this country and
across Europe.
Apply at job@ouay.ch

Biomedical

Our population is aging, family is far
away and healthcare costs are
skyrocketing, what do we do?

ouay.ch
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Parquery

More Space and Time with AI

Computer vision as a service for smart city
and smart mobility applications

Website

www.parquery.com

Languages

French, English, German,
Italian, Spanish, Chinese,
Albanian, Serbian

Locations

Zurich

Number of employees

Worldwide: 6
Switzerland: 6

Year of foundation

2014

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S52

Description

Boat parking in marinas

Plane Arrival / Departure

Highways

Train depots

Smart Parking: Real-Time Results

Since its creation in September 2014, Parquery has been operating parking management projects in more than
30 cities, thus receiving revenues from paying customers. Parquery’s core expertise are innovative computer
vision and deep learning algorithms applied to smart cities and smart mobility. Using still images (snapshots)
from existing cameras, our smart parking solution automatically identifies in real-time available parking spots.
In addition, Parquery also determines exactly how long each vehicle has been parked. Our software functions
under any lighting and weather conditions with a 99% accuracy which can be further improved with scenespecific calibration. Based on this successful first application, Parquery has recently developed new smart
mobility features, including:
ȩȩ Real-time analysis of mobility flows
ȩȩ Real-time passenger counting on board public transport vehicles
ȩȩ Real-time identification of parcels inside warehouses for retail centres and delivery companies

Job offers
Petrol Stations
Smart Parking: Structured Analytics

Shelf optimization

Required profiles
ȩȩ Software Engineer
ȩȩ DevOps Engineer

Transportations

Field(s) of activity: Software as a Service

Contact us!
http://parquery.com
info@parquery.com
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Proov

The Tutoring Platform
of Reference
in Universities

Website

www.proov.ch

Languages

French, English

Locations

Vaud, Switzerland

Number of employees

Worldwide: 3
Switzerland: -

Year of foundation

2017

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S23

Description

Make more money

Launched in 2017, Proov is a student community that offers peer-to-peer tutoring within the same university.
With Proov’s app features, tutors do not have to worry about unpaid overtime and late payments. Tutors can
easily manage their tutoring business, from acquiring students to payments, and rebookings. Students can find
the right tutor within their university and search for courses within their school’s program. They can meet
their tutor for one-on-one sessions and pay securely with their credit card.

All sessions are time-tracked. Get paid for
every minute you teach, down to the minute.

Manage your entire tutoring business.
From acquiring students to payments,
and rebooking.

Earn on campus
Teach your students directly on your campus.
Stop wasting time and money traveling.

Field(s) of activity: EdTech

Job offers
Tutors | Make money during your free time.
Help your classmates and manage your
tutoring business. Earn ~CHF35/hr for
sharing what you know.

Required profiles

Computer Science

All-in-one

Tuteurs | Gagne de l’argent sur ton temps
libre. Aide tes camarades et gère ton planning
de tuteur. Gagne ~35CHF/heure en
partageant tes connaissances.

www.proov.ch
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ProtonMail
Website

protonmail.com/

Languages

English

Locations

Geneva, Switzerland

Number of employees

Worldwide: 130
Switzerland: 25

Year of foundation

2014

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S61

Description
ProtonMail is the flagship product of Proton Technologies AG, a security company headquartered in Geneva,
Switzerland, near CERN where the founders met in 2013. We are researchers, scientists, and engineers
brought together by a shared vision of protecting civil liberties, working to advance Internet security and
privacy. Proton Technologies is a uniquely community-driven company. Initial funding came from an online
crowdfunding campaign that raised $550,000 and set a record for a software technology project. Today, the
innovative technologies that we are developing, such as ProtonMail and ProtonVPN, are used by millions of
people around the world.

Job offers

Required profiles

Current job openings include:
ȩȩ Front-End Developer
ȩȩ Software Engineer (Front-end/Backend/Mobile/Desktop)
ȩȩ Systems Administrator
ȩȩ Security Engineer

For those up to the challenge, ProtonMail
provides an intense and exciting atmosphere
as part of one of Europe’s highest profile
and fastest growing startups.
We’re looking for extremely intelligent
and highly motivated problem solvers to
join our team of experts. Keen interest in
cybersecurity and the desire to help us in
our mission to make encryption and privacy
an integral part of the future of digital
communication can represent an important
plus.

Computer Science

Field(s) of activity: Internet Security
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Pryv SA
Website

pryv.com/

Languages

French, English

Locations

EPFL Innovation Park,
Lausanne

Number of employees

Worldwide: 11
Switzerland: 11

Year of foundation

2012

Turnover

-

E-HEALTH DATA MIDDLEWARE

Stand

Tuesday 8
S16

Description
Pryv makes essential software for data-driven healthcare innovation. Our purpose-built middleware helps
organizations to manage personal data from creation to use, sharing and disposal. We accelerate time to
market, cut IT development costs and speed up connectivity to all data sources. Pryv addresses the enhanced
citizen’s right under GDPR and turns privacy compliance into a competitive advantage.
Our ultimate purpose is to remove barriers to data-driven healthcare innovation by helping customers to
rigorously manage personal data and build effective, patient-centric applications respectful of privacy and
seamless digital experiences, faster, at a lower cost and right the first time.

Job offers
jobs@pryv.com

Required profiles
ȩȩ Computer Science
ȩȩ Life Science
ȩȩ BioInformatics

Computer Science

Field(s) of activity: Data & Privacy. Managed.
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QRCrypto SA
Site web

QRCrypto.ch

Langues

Français, Anglais, Allemand,
Espagnol

Lieux

Fribourg, Genève, Canada

Nombre d’employés

Monde : 2
Suisse : -

Année de fondation

-

Chiffre d’affaires

-

Stand

Mardi 8
S38

Description
Nous sommes à la recherche d’ingénieurs pour soutenir l’expansion de notre activité depuis notre siège à
Fribourg. Les profils recherchés sont principalement des ingénieurs Télécom. (Compétence clé: maîtrise de
la pile protocolaire 5G) et en Génie Électronique (Compétence clé: pouvoir former des field engineers et
techniciens à l’assemblage de cartes SIM; note: requiert des voyages dans des pays en développement.)

Activité(s) spécifique(s): Dév. de crypto. résistante à l’ordinateur quantique et ses appl.

Offres d’emploi

Profils recherchés

Télécommunications

Par ailleurs, nous sommes ouverts aux talents notamment dans le domaine du développement C.
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RetinAI Medical AG

Bringing Intelligence
to Ophthalmology
Website

retin.ai

Languages

French, English, German,
Italian, Spanish, Greek

Locations

Bern, Lausanne

Number of employees

Worldwide: 9
Switzerland: 9

Year of foundation

2016

Turnover

CHF 500 000

Stand

Tuesday 8
S63

Description

Job offers
RetinAI is formed by an exceptional team
of scientists, engineers and clinicians,
working together to develop breakthrough
technologies in healthcare, addressing the
leading causes of blindness in the world.

Artiﬁcial Intelligence
at the service of
your eye care
RetinAI Medical AG, All Rights Reserved 2016-2018 ©

Spitalgasse, 24, 3011, Bern, Switzerland

+41 76 464 31 41

retin_ai

Required profiles
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ

Computer Science
Engineering
Project Management
Mathematics & Physics

Biomedical

RetinAI develops software solutions to facilitate the analysis of medical images of the eye using artificial
intelligence. The company uses the latest machine learning (deep learning) and medical image processing
techniques to develop a software platform that enables the automatic evaluation of Optical Coherence
Tomography (OCT), Fundus Image Photography and retinal Angiography. These techniques can be applied
to the early detection and screening of the following pathologies: Age-related Macular Degeneration (AMD),
Diabetic Retinopathy (DR), Glaucoma, and a multitude of neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s,
Parkinson’s or Multiple sclerosis (MS).

Open positions:
ȩȩ Front-End Developer
ȩȩ Full-time - DevOps Engineer
ȩȩ Full-time - Senior Software Developer
C++ (Python optional)
ȩȩ Full-time - Research Scientist in Machine
Learning
ȩȩ Full-time - Internship C++ / Python or
Deep Learning
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ROVENSO SA

ROVENSO SA
Z.I. du Vivier 22
1690 Villaz-St-Pierre
Switzerland
rovenso.com
Contact:
Lucian Cucu, CTO
jobs@rovenso.com

AGILE ROBOTS FOR SECURITY MONITORING OF INDUSTRIAL SITES

Website

www.rovenso.com

Languages

French, English, German,
Chinese, Romanian

Locations

Villaz-Saint-Pierre

Number of employees

Worldwide: 6
Switzerland: 6

Year of foundation

2016

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S77

Description
We develop agile robots that perform security and safety monitoring of industrial sites. Concretely, they
patrol fully autonomously inside and outside buildings, detecting intrusions or thefts. They also detect safety
anomalies such as hot-spots (start of fires) and liquid or gas leaks that could put people’s lives at risk.

Anomaly Detection

All-Terrain Agility

ROVéo can autonomously:

ROVéo’s AI can detect :

ROVéo can go through:

• Patrol on designated key-points
• Create its own routes
• Recharge automatically

• Thefts (cm accuracy)
• Asset damages
• Hot-spots (early fire)
• Gas and liquid leaks
• Unauthorized presence

• Doors
• Steps (35 cm)
• Stairs
• Rough terrain

Warehouse example video :
• youtu.be/N9hwHeu5vJI

ROVENSO is a Swiss startup of
EPFL (Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne) founded in
2016.

Status: EPFL Forum 2019

Mobility video:
• youtu.be/gbFrB864Tyo

We are based near Lausanne
(Switzerland) and we have an
office and a workshop in
Shenzhen (China) thanks to
the accelerator HAX.co.

Field(s) of activity: Robotics

Job offers

Required profiles

ROVENSO is now scaling up, looking to
expand its R&D team this year. Our objective
is enhancing the capabilities of our solution
through new pilot projects with selected
industrial partners. See rovenso.com/#join

Senior and junior robotics & software
engineers
Navigation
SLAM
Perception
Machine Learning

We are also looking for highly motivated
robotics/software students willing to make
their master thesis/ internship in our startup
and taking the responsibility of whole
subsystems.

Automation

Unsupervised Patrolling
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Scientific Visual SA
Website

scientificvisual.ch

Languages

French, English

Locations

Lausanne

Number of employees

Worldwide: 7
Switzerland: 7

Year of foundation

2010

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S75

Description
Scientific Visual is the world leader in inspecting industrial crystals (sapphire, ruby, quartz, SiC, fluorite…)
prior the polishing process. Our automated tools visualise internal crystal defects and ensure that only quality
crystals enter costly processing chain.
Our equipment saves up to 50% production cost in crystals for LED, watch, optic and semiconductor
industries.

Crystal inspection solutions and services
Scientific Visual is the world leader
in inspecting industrial crystals
(sapphire, ruby, quartz, SiC,
fluorite…) prior the polishing
process. Our automated
tools visualise internal crystal
defects and ensure that only
quality crystals enter costly
processing chain.

Our equipment saves up to 50%
production cost in crystals for LED,
watch, optic and semiconductor
industries.
Send us your CV !
We are looking for
talented engineers and
software developers.

Job offers

Required profiles

ȩȩ Crystallography Engineer with PhD in
Physics or Material Science
ȩȩ Industrial System Design Engineer

ȩȩ Data scientist
ȩȩ Software engineer
ȩȩ Computer vision engineer
ȩȩ Material engineer
ȩȩ Security architect
ȩȩ Robotic engineer
Internships of 3-6 months are available on
exciting projects.
For more details, visit our website:
http://scientificvisual.ch/careers

Automation

Scientific Visual
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Second Spectrum
Website

www.secondspectrum.com

Languages

English

Locations

Lausanne

Number of employees

Worldwide: 125
Switzerland: 12

Year of foundation

2013

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S66

Description
Second Spectrum is the world leader in building machines that understand sports and the experts at creating
value from tracking data. We create tools that help teams win, making data and video easily accessible and
actionable. For media companies, we create automatically augmented videos and interactive, personalized,
OTT experiences. We are at the forefront of computer vision, machine learning, big data, augmented reality,
and product design. Second Spectrum is the Official Optical Tracking Provider of the NBA since 2017.
In addition, we are working with several football clubs and leagues in Europe and in the US, and provide
software for coaches and players to help improve their game.

Job offers
ȩȩ Computer Vision Engineering Interns
ȩȩ Computer Vision Engineer
ȩȩ Full Stack Software Engineer

Required profiles
We are looking for candidates with strong
software engineering skills who are passionate
about both programming and computer
vision. If you are a team first and embrace
learning, you will probably be a good fit to
our team.
Stop by our stand and we will give you further
details about our job openings or have a look
at our career page at:
www.secondspectrum.com/careers.html

Computer Science

Field(s) of activity: Sports analytics for fan engagement & sports performance
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SecuLabs
Site web

www.seculabs.ch/en/aboutseculabs

Langues

Français, Anglais, Allemand

Lieux

Suisse

Nombre d’employés

Monde : 18
Suisse : -

Année de fondation

2012

Chiffre d’affaires

-

Stand

Mardi 8
S32

Description
SecuLabs SA est une société suisse de sécurité informatique qui accompagne ses clients en garantissant une
expertise de haut niveau. Son fondateur, Dominique Vidal est un expert suisse reconnu internationalement
pour sa vision éthique du domaine. L’entreprise fournit des services et des formations fiables en cybersécurité
répondant à un haut niveau d’exigence et a un Laboratoire de R&D en cyber sécurité à l’Innovation Park
(campus EPFL). Elle assure à ses clients, en toute confiance, la pérénité de leurs activités. Spécialiste en cyber
sécurité, SecuLabs protège et défend les sociétés multinationales, les PME, les organisations internationales, les
agences gouvernementales et les institutions financières contre les cyber menaces. SecuLabs vise l’excellence
comme prestataire de service et comme employeur. SecuLabs SA a été fondée en 2012 (par Dominique Vidal
qui est toujours CEO) et compte une quinzaine d’employés.

Offres d’emploi

Profils recherchés

ȩȩ Stagiaire en sécurité informatique :
“security monitoring” et analyse de la
menace.
ȩȩ Recrutons un(e) Auditeur sécurité/
Pentester?

1. Pour SecuLabs SA :
ȩȩ Des passionnés par la sécurité
informatique et le hacking
ȩȩ Etudiants ayant pris une orientation ou
option “sécurité informatique” dans leur
cycle
ȩȩ Doctorant
2. Pour notre équipe de hacking qui participe
régulièrement à des concours de hacking :
des Etudiants passionnés par le hacking et
prêts à participer et investir du temps pour
des concours en ligne ou F2F (week-end).
Rencontrez les membres de l’équipe sur le
stand de SecuLabs.

Passionné par votre métier : rejoignez-nous!

Informatique

Activité(s) spécifique(s): Cybersécurité
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Sharing Solutions
Website

www.sharingsolutions.io

Languages

French, English, German,
Spanish

Locations

Geneva

Number of employees

Worldwide: 6
Switzerland: -

Year of foundation

2018

Turnover

30 000

Stand

Tuesday 8
S39

Description
The essence of Sharing Solutions is to provide an application that adresses the different needs of students on
a common platform while tailoring it to the specific universities where we are implemented. This allows us to
sell licenses and to provide an ever-improving platform which follows the latest trends and new needs of our
customer group. The app provides a marketpace, a section for associations, important links of the university,
a newsfeed, a chat and lot more to come.

Job offers

Required profiles

We are looking for a student (Bachelor/
Master/ already finished with university) in
informatic that is familiar with React and
React Native or is motivated to learn those
languages. The job consists of constantly
improving the design and the processes of
a mobile application while developping new
functionnalities on the side. You would also
work in React on an administrator dashboard
that controls the mobile application remotely
for our clients.

We are searching for experts in React and
React Native.

Computer Science

Field(s) of activity: Software as a Service
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Silent LASER
Noise for Enemy

Silent Laser
Website

www.silent-laser.com

Langues

Français, Anglais

Lieux

Suisse, France

Nombre d’employés

Monde : 1
Suisse : 1

Année de fondation

-

Chiffre d’affaires

-

7$jt >^Z
WB$RSPBSet8k

Stand

Mardi 8
S80

Description
Silent LASER est un projet naissant et innovant qui consiste à mettre sur le marché du laser un produit bien
particulier et jugé très prometteur. De nos jours, pour de nombreuses applications comme la spectroscopie de
précision, les horloges atomiques optiques ou encore celles liées aux technologies quantiques, il y a un besoin
important et grandissant de sources laser dites ultra-stables. Cependant, aucun produit commercial n’existe
actuellement proposant un système de hautes performances pour de faibles volume et coût. Répondre à ce
manque, ouvrant ainsi de multiples possibilités pour la recherche scientifique, c’est ce que Silent LASER
propose, basée sur une technologie récemment développée en laboratoire à l’Université de Neuchâtel (brevet
en cours) et aidé par un financement BRIDGE Proof-of-Concept.

Activité(s) spécifique(s): Photonique, Laser

Offres d’emploi
Associé-e-s, co-fondateur/trice

Supported by:

e‐mail: info@silent‐laser.com or pierre.brochard@unine.ch

website: www.silent‐laser.com

Profils recherchés
Tu es attiré-e par le monde de la Start-Up et tu
as envie mettre à profit ton dynamisme pour
vivre l’aventure de fondation d’entreprise,
tournée vers le commerce national et
international ? Tu as des connaissances
en physique ou en optique et photonique,
et tu veux développer tes compétences
entrepreneuriales ? Alors n’hésite plus, viens
en discuter au stand ou contacte-nous !

Electronique

JOIN THE VENTURE !
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Skwoll c'est la nouvelle app qui te
permet :
• D’explorer les meilleurs bars,
clubs et restaurants de ta ville,
• De profiter d’un verre de
bienvenue par jour en tant que
membre.
• De commander directement via
le menu digital afin d’optimiser
ton temps
(pas d'attente pour la commande
et le paiement).

Site web

http://www.skwoll.com

Langues

Français

Lieux

Lausanne

Nombre d’employés

Monde : 4
Suisse : -

Année de fondation

-

Chiffre d’affaires

-

Stand

Mardi 8
S56

Description
OBTIENS 1 VERRE PAR JOUR VIA L’APP SKWOLL ! L’heure est à la sortie à Lausanne. Rejoins-nous
sur la toute nouvelle app et (re)découvre les bars, restaurants et bowlings de ta ville. En tant que Skwoller, tu
profites d’un verre offert par jour chez nos partenaires ! En quelques clics:
1. Télécharge l’app et inscris toi
2. Deviens Skwoller membre
3. Commande ton verre et tes consos directement via l’app
On se retrouve autour d’un verre !

Activité(s) spécifique(s): Technologie

Offres d’emploi

Profils recherchés
Développeurs

Prestataire de Services

L’heure est à la sortie,
à la rencontre,
au rire et tellement plus…

Skwoll SA
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Starmind AG
Featured in

tech vision 2019
report

Starmind empowers your employees
to tap into the collective human
intelligence of the entire organization
in real time and with the right experts.

Source trusted
internal know how

gained in productivity

700M+
Expert and knowledge
connections made

Languages

English, German

Locations

Zurich, New York, Frankfurt

Number of employees

Worldwide: 100
Switzerland: 70

Year of foundation

2010

Turnover

-

Inject startup
like agility

Supercharge client
facing functions

Starmind is having a massive impact at companies

Stand

Tuesday 8
S6

Description
Starmind is AI for humans: whether for corporate employees or community members, we build cutting-edge
AI infused with neuroscience so any organization can leverage its collective human intelligence. Our customers
range from Fortune 500 enterprises to for-profit and non-profit communities in over 100 countries. We’re a
fast growing team of almost 100 people spread across 3 offices globally.
Learn more at: https://www.starmind.ai/

The use cases outlined above are just the beginning.
Unlocking real-time access to the full human intelligence
of your organization can transform your business across
every function. Contact us to discuss your specific needs
and together we can formulate a plan for success.

Job offers

Starmind integrates with and augments your enterprise software
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ

loved by our customers

Contact us

Starmind has been instrumental in helping drive
our sales success at ERGO. With over 95% of
inquiries being succesfully resolved, it’s changed
the way we leverage our internal know-how.

ester Stefanikova
ester.stefanikova@starmind.com
+41 58 590 80 00

Data Scientist (Analytics)
Data Scientist (Deep Learning)
Software Engineer (Backend / Scala)
Senior Software Engineer (Frontend / JS)

Required profiles

Service Provider

$1.4B

Identify subject
matter experts

http://www.starmind.ai

truSted by leadinG
enterPriSeS wOrldwide

People use Starmind within their organizations to

Bust team and
location silos

Website

Oliver Seibert — erGO

Get Started at

starmind.ai
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Stim
Site web

wearestim.com

Langues

Français, Anglais

Lieux

Paris

Nombre d’employés

Monde : 20
Suisse : -

Année de fondation

2014

Chiffre d’affaires

-

Stand

Mardi 8
S68

Description
Stim est un cabinet de conseil en management de l’innovation né en 2014. C’est la première start-up qui
développe des outils et méthodes scientifiques (s’appuyant notamment sur la Théorie C·K) pour accélérer
l’innovation dans le monde industriel.
Spin-off d’un laboratoire des Mines ParisTech, nous permettons aux leaders de l’industrie de réaliser leurs
projets d’innovation de rupture les plus ambitieux.
De la voiture autonome au futur des villes, en passant par l’avenir de l’énergie, nous traitons les sujets
d’innovation scientifique les plus emblématiques du moment. L’avenir n’a jamais été aussi incertain. Chez
Stim nous n’avons jamais été aussi excités. Nous y voyons un ensemble de défis à relever.
Au coeur de Paris, Stim c’est plus de 50% de croissance par an, une équipe humaine et dynamique d’une
vingtaine de jeunes talents passionnés.

Offres d’emploi
ȩȩ Innovation Consultant & Entrepreneur
- CDI & Stage
ȩȩ Bras Droit CEO
- Stage
ȩȩ Business Development
- Stage & Alternance
Retrouve nos offres sur notre site sous la
rubrique “Stim recrute !” et postule sur :
apply.wearestim.com !

Profils recherchés
Tu es en Ecole d’Ingénieur ? Tu as envie de
rejoindre une startup où se mêlent bonne
ambiance et grandes ambitions ? Tu veux
travailler sur les sujets les plus innovants avec
des entreprises leaders de leurs secteurs ? Tu as
l’esprit entrepreneurial, une bonne capacité
d’analyse et de synthèse ? Tu aimes échanger
et travailler en équipe ? N’hésite plus et
rejoins-nous !

Conseil

Activité(s) spécifique(s): Conseil en management de l’innovation
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Swiss Motion Technologies SA

Mass-customised prosthetics

Website

www.motiontech.ch/

Languages

French, English, German

Locations

Renens

Number of employees

Worldwide: 7
Switzerland: 7

Year of foundation

2018

Turnover

-


Stand

Tuesday 8
S59

Description
MotionTech is driving a paradigm shift from mass production to mass customisation in the orthopaedic
world, through its novel additive manufacturing solutions of silicone. Through Industry 4.0, MotionTech is
paving the way for personalised healthcare in the orthopaedic field.
Today, we are focusing on a specific problem: amputation. By leveraging novel scanning and manufacturing
methods, we provide prostheses tailored to each amputees’ unique anatomy, to help them enjoy the freedom
of regained comfortable mobility.

We’re hiring !

contact@motiontech.ch

Job offers

Required profiles

ȩȩ Biomechanical engineers
ȩȩ Material science engineers (additive
manufacturing)
ȩȩ Electromechanical engineers
ȩȩ Embedded SOFTWARE & IoT
engineers
ȩȩ DATA scientists
ȩȩ Full stack developpers

ȩȩ Biomechanical engineers
ȩȩ Material science engineers (additive
manufacturing)
ȩȩ Electromechanical engineers
ȩȩ Embedded SOFTWARE & IoT
engineers
ȩȩ DATA scientists
ȩȩ Full stack developer

Biomedical

Field(s) of activity: Prosthetics
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Ready to engineer the building blocks
of a new ﬁnancial ecosystem?

SwissBorg SA
Website

www.swissborg.com/

Languages

French, English

Locations

Lausanne, Toronto, London

Number of employees

Worldwide: 42
Switzerland: 27

Year of foundation

2015

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S31

Description
Powered by blockchain technology, institutional-grade security and robust and scalable architecture, SwissBorg
is creating a holistic crypto wealth management ecosystem. Based in Lausanne, Switzerland, SwissBorg raised
CHF 50 million from 24’000 individual contributors with its ICO in 2018.

Job offers

Scan the QR code to view
our job opportunities.
SwissBorg is building a simple and fair wealth management ecosystem
powered by blockchain technology, putting your wealth back in your hands.

ENGINEERING
ȩȩ Scala engineer
ȩȩ Software Security engineer
ENGINEERING/PRODUCTS
ȩȩ Data scientist intern
OPERATIONS
ȩȩ Business Analyst
ȩȩ Junior Strategist

Required profiles
Internships, Bachelor, Master or PhD
You can also surprise us!

Finance

Field(s) of activity: Crypto Wealth Technology

More job offers at jobs.lever.co/swissborg
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SwissDeCode
Website

www.swissdecode.com

Languages

French, English

Locations

Renens

Number of employees

Worldwide: 34
Switzerland: -

Year of foundation

2016

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S7

Description
SwissDeCode is a Start-Up providing technical solutions for real time certification of authenticity, safety and
quality in the food industry. Founded three years ago, we are currently experiencing a fast growth (from 5 to
almost 40 employees in 18 months) and developing new products for the automatization of food testing of
the future. Our work ranges from bio lab work to biosensors to IoT protocols.

Bio laboratory | Biosensors & circuits |
Embedded electronics | IoT protocols

www.swissdecode.com

Job offers
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ

Biosensor Scientist
Laboratory Technician
IT Engineer

Required profiles
You are a student who wants to apply
theoretical knowledge to real world
problems, to make an impact and contribute
to increasing transparency in the food
industry. Your background is engineering
or life sciences and you have a “start-up”
mindset: curiosity, independence, passion
about discovering new things, courage to
break new ground and work on innovative
and disruptive solutions, high adaptability,
openness for change, can-do attitude and
willingness to transform impossible into
possible.

Biotechnologies

Join the food safety revolution!
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Talents Nest

Talents Nest

Website

talentsnest.com/

Languages

French, English

Locations

Geneva

Number of employees

Worldwide: Switzerland: 12

Year of foundation

2017

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S70

Description

Rue du Général-Dufour 20

talentsnest.com

1204 Geneva

hello@talentsnest.com

Our digital agency of young talents is dedicated to develop innovative communication campaigns and brandnew growth-hacking techniques tailored for everyone. We are devoted to help and inspire people to reinforce
brand awareness with an emotionally intelligent approach.

vative digital marketing tools to the world so people and brands can hack their

Field(s) of activity: Digital Marketing

growth in a simpler way.
We are dedicated to develop innovative communication campaigns and brand
new growth hacking techniques tailored for everyone. We are devoted to help
and inspire people reinforce brand awarenesswith an emotionally intelligent
approach.

Job offers
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ

Developer
UI/UX designer
Motion designer
Photos & Video

Required profiles
The crazy ones.
The misfits.
The rebels.
The troublemakers.
The round pegs in the square holes.
The ones who see things differently.

Technology Consulting

Our goal is to build the ultimate incubator of young talents and deliver inno-

Tell us where you come from, where you are and where you want to go. We will
do anything in our power to take you there. It will be fun, productive and we
will make it a lifetime story to share.
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Technis
Website

www.mytechnis.com/

Languages

French, English, German,
Italian

Locations

Lausanne

Number of employees

Worldwide: 15
Switzerland: 14

Year of foundation

2015

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S41

Description
Technis revolutionises one major aspect of facility management : activity monitoring. Technis does so in the
most discrete and precise way: through the flooring. By making the surface sensitive and by coupling it to
powerful artificial intelligence, a real-time overview of the activity in your infrastructure is accessible from
any internet-connected device. This dashboard furthermore allows for external data crossing, allowing for
resource optimisation, queue management and activity prediction.

Job offers

Required profiles

ȩȩ Student thesis Master/Internship/Job :
Electronics et Microtechnics
ȩȩ Student thesis Master/Internship/Job :
Computer Science and communication
systems

ȩȩ Student thesis Master/Internship/Job :
Electronics et Microtechnics
ȩȩ Student thesis Master/Internship/Job :
Computer Science and communication
systems

Service Provider

Field(s) of activity: Connected and intelligent floorings
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TieTalent

And what if finding
a new job in Tech
would be as easy as
Tinder ?

Website

tietalent.com

Languages

French, English, German

Locations

Renens, Geneva

Number of employees

Worldwide: Switzerland: 8

Year of foundation

2017

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S67

Description
Are you looking for your next challenge in IT? We are a Swiss startup founded in 2017, active in the recruitment
of Tech Talents. In between a job board and a classical recruitment agency, we created a tech job marketplace
which matches top talents in IT and Digital Marketing with innovative hiring companies in Switzerland. In
one sentence, we can say that we are the “Tinder of recruitment.” You just came across a new, simple and
more fun way of finding a job in IT & Digital Marketing. No more motivation letters & no more applying
to positions! Simply, create your account on TieTalent.com and let the companies apply to you; once you get
matched, decide the ones you want to meet. If you want, you can even hide your profile from any company
you want. And of course it’s free for candidates. ;)

Job offers
Come and meet us at our stand and we will
explain you how it works, and give you a
surprise goodie! For more information:
info@tietalent.com
www.tietalent.com

Tech Jobs Marketplace

Required profiles
ȩȩ Data Scientists
ȩȩ Software Engineers
ȩȩ Cyber Security Engineers
ȩȩ Full Stack Developers
ȩȩ Backend Engineers
ȩȩ Data Analysts IT
ȩȩ Project Managers
etc.

Recruitment

Field(s) of activity: Online Recruitment Marketplace

www.tietalent.com
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Unit8 SA
Website

unit8.co

Languages

French, English

Locations

Lausanne, Zurich

Number of employees

Worldwide: 25
Switzerland: 18

Year of foundation

2017

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S26

Description
Bringing world-class experts with a proven track record in AI and Software Engineering to solve problems
for industries that will experience the most significant breakthroughs in the next 50 years. Aiming for? Impact
http://unit8.co, #futureisnow

Job offers

Required profiles

Service Provider

Field(s) of activity: Unit8 SA
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Venturelab
Website

www.venturelab.ch/

Languages

French, English, German

Locations

Zurich, Lausanne

Number of employees

Worldwide: 15
Switzerland: 15

Year of foundation

2007

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S40

Description

Field(s) of activity: World-class startups, Swiss made. Venturelab aims at supporting every Swiss startup to become a global
company.

Job offers

Required profiles

Online Marketing Manager EN/FR/DE
based in Zurich

Entepreneurs aiming at creating their hightech startup in Switzerland. Most of the
entrepreneurs we support are post-docs, PhD
and master students from Swiss universities.
We have specific eligibility critera for each
different program.

Strategy Consulting

Since 2004, our alumni attracted over 5 billion investments and
created thousands of jobs. From early stage training and funding to
international scaling, we supported them to build a successful
startup, working with those who deeply understand the challenge –
successful founders, industry expert and investors.

Venturelab has an extensive offering for startups at all development stages. Innosuisse Start-up Training:
Venturelab operates the “Innosuisse Start-up Training” customized for startups in ICT, Advanced Engineering,
Biotech and Medtech and commissioned by Innosuisse. Since 2004, more than 40.000 participants were
supported with entrepreneurial tools, industry-specific know-how and access to a broad network of investors,
founders and experts.
Venture Kick: The fully private and philanthropic foundation Venture Kick paid out 25 million francs in start
capital to 600 high-tech startups since 2007. Projects can get up to 150k Chf over the 3 stages and get access
to Innobooster grant (additional 150k).
Venture Leaders: In 2005 Venturelab launched the “Swiss National Startup Teams” - the Venture Leaders
as an annual competition. The 10 winners are awarded a high-class business development trip and investor
roadshow. Today we organize Venture Leaders Mobile/Barcelona, Technology/Silicon Valley, Life Sciences/
Boston, Fintech/New York and Deeptech/China.

Our partners to grow world-class startups. Swiss made:
BKW | Credit Suisse | digitalswitzerland | dpd | EPFL | ETH | ESA BIC Switzerland | EY | Gebert Rüf Stiftung | IFJ |
Innosuisse | Kanton Zürich | Kellerhals Carrard | Postﬁnance | PSI | Rothschild & Co Bank | SVC | Swisscom |
Swiss Post | Swiss Prime Site | Swissnex | S-GE | Uni Basel | Uni Zürich | VAUD | Vischer | Walder Wyss | Zühlke &
many more
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Visium SA
Website

visium.ch

Languages

French, English, German

Locations

Lausanne, Zurich

Number of employees

Worldwide: 27
Switzerland: 27

Year of foundation

2018

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S71

Description

Field(s) of activity: Technology Consulting

WE CRAFT

Brilliant Machine Learning Solutions.

Participate to our venture, engage in diverse exciting
and impactful projects.
JOIN US NOW!

Job offers
We are looking for Machine Learning
experts with practical experience, in-depth
theoretical knowledge in the field of content
understanding, Computer Vision, Deep
Learning, user understanding, language
understanding, information retrieval, search
ranking, optimizations, and more. If you feel
up to the challenges and want to participate
in various and exciting projects, join us today!

Required profiles
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ

ȩȩ

Interested in handling and analyzing
complex data from different sources
Mastery of Python
Experience with ML/DL libraries
and frameworks (e.g. Scikit-learn,
TensorFlow, Keras, Pytorch)
Experience in the Deep Learning
approach, such as recurrent neural
networks and convolutional neural
networks
In-depth knowledge of clustering
algorithms, regression and classification
(supervised/unsupervised/strengthened
learning)

Technology Consulting

At Visium, we help companies identify and seize their highest value opportunities in Artificial Intelligence.
With a team of best-in-class engineers based at EPFL Innovation Park and at the ETH Entrepreneur Club’s
RocketHub, we develop high-performing fully customized Machine Learning products. We work with
medium-sized businesses and multinational companies who have all mandated us for follow-on projects after
completing the first one. We deliver value to companies at every level of AI development, whether they are
just entering the field or have a solid data science department. We come with completely fresh approaches
to long-standing industry challenges and on how to leverage a company’s data-stack. We only implement
cutting-edge techniques and approaches to boost ML models’ performance, applying research from the latest
scientific literature. Our diverse team will offer you an unprecedented quality of out-of-the-box thinking and
will deliver you excellence in execution. Visit us online at www.visium.ch
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Volumina Medical
Website

www.volumina-medical.ch

Languages

French, English, German,
Italian

Locations

Biopôle, Epalinges, Lausanne

Number of employees

Worldwide: Switzerland: 6

Year of foundation

2018

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S69

Description
Volumina Medical develops a scaffold solving the problem of natural repair of 3D soft tissues. Our solution
is based on rigorous research performed since 2015 at the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne. It was
sparked by the interaction with several surgeons who were looking for solutions to reconstruct soft tissue
volumes. Our objective is to develop, manufacture and commercialize highly innovative tissue reconstruction
technologies for the market of reconstructive and plastic surgery.

Job offers
ȩȩ Job in Biomedical engineering development and validation of an
implantable medical device
ȩȩ Job in clinical affairs
ȩȩ Internship in scientific communication
ȩȩ Internship in biomedical engineering
ȩȩ Internship in mechanical engineering
ȩȩ Internship in market analysis and product
strategy

Required profiles
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ

Biomedical engineers
Engineers in pharma processes
Engineers in mechanics (HES, EPF)
Technicians/Laborants
in
pharma
manufacturing
ȩȩ Engineers in material sciences
ȩȩ Market analyst

Biomedical

Field(s) of activity: Implants for reconstructive surgery
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VSHN - The DevOps Company

VSHN HELPS SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS RUN,
AUTOMATE AND SCALE APPLICATIONS SO THAT
THEY CAN FOCUS ON THEIR BUSINESS.

�� �� ��

VSHN is Switzerland‘s leading DevOps, Docker, Kubernetes, Openshift and 24/7 cloud
operations partner. VSHN is the first Kubernetes Certified Service Provider (KCSP) in
Switzerland and we run the biggest Swiss Container Platform APPUiO.
Try APPUiO 30 days for free!
SWISS CONTAINER PLATFORM

Go to https://register.appuio.ch and sign up using the
voucher code: EPFL2019

Rejoignez notre équipe
et devenez un VSHNeer!

vshn.ch/jobs

Website

vshn.ch/en/jobs/

Languages

English

Locations

Zurich, Switzerland & Remote/
Homeoffice

Number of employees

Worldwide: 38
Switzerland: 38

Year of foundation

2014

Turnover

CHF ~ 8 Million

Stand

Tuesday 8
S4

Description
We’re in the comfortable situation to have hit the right nerve with our solutions: contrary to “hosters” and
“outsourcers” we collaborate intensively with our customers and differently to “consultants” we take on the
responsibility of 24/7 availability of our solutions - we get up at night if something fails and are available to
help if mistakes happen since we know you can’t make an omelette without breaking eggs.

Field(s) of activity: VSHN SA

Job offers
VSHN needs support in pragmatic customer
management. This means that you help
customers to deploy their applications
efficiently and effectively. Your team and you
then take responsibility for the operation.
Your daily routine includes agreeing on
tests and recording customer requests
for continuous integration, debugging,
transferring the configuration in the backend
and ensuring automatic deployments.
https://vshn.ch/en/jobs/devops-engineer/

Required profiles
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ
ȩȩ

Linux DevOps Engineering
Site Reliability Engineering
Docker & Kubernetes DevOps Engineering
Ansible DevOps Engineering
Python DevOps Engineering
Java DevOps Engineering
Golang DevOps Engineering

Computer Science

VSHN
THE DEVOPS
COMPANY
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ZebraSkill
Website

zebraskill.ch

Languages

French, English

Locations

Lausanne

Number of employees

Worldwide: 3
Switzerland: -

Year of foundation

2019

Turnover

-

Stand

Tuesday 8
S25

Description

Job offers

Required profiles
We are constantly looking for talents who
are available to work on projects. Whether
you are a student or have graduated, you can
create a profile on ZebraSkill and apply to
projects that fit your skills and your interests.
Here is an overview the most demanded skills
from companies: Web/App Development,
Digital Marketing, Graphic Design, Data
Science, Backend Development (and a whole
lot more).

Service Provider

ZebraSkill is a platform that connects companies with qualified freelancers in Switzerland, in order to
democratize the access to local talents. Whenever an employer needs specific skills for a project, he can
simply post a job on the platform and freelancers will apply and can start working on the same day. ZebraSkill
responds to a fundamental trend which is the transformation of the way we work. Millennials thrive in
a flexible and variable work environment, and making themselves known and finding clients are often
challenges that slow down the freelancers of tomorrow. ZebraSkill is here to solve this and bring talents
to the forefront! We also give companies access to new tools to collaborate instantly and easily with talents
around them, without the overhead and the slowness of the traditional hiring system. Finally, we open a world
of opportunities for students willing to gain experience through freelance projects; giving them the chance to
test their expertise and potentially earning a lot more than working in a local coffee shop.
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LES START-UPS PAR SECTEUR

LES START-UPS PAR SECTEUR

LES START-UPS PAR
SECTEUR D’ACTIVITÉ

3ème Cycles

Industrie Chimique

JE EPFL p.113

Venturelab p.191

aquama p.37

Agroalimentaire

Conseil et Audit

Informatique

Caulys p.59
KITRO SA p.115

Automatisation
Cleverdist p.61
KOMP-ACT SA p.117
Mobbot p.141
ROVENSO SA p.159
Scientific Visual SA p.161

Biens de consommation
AVAtronics p.53

Biomédical
DermApp p.77
Lumendo p.129
Ouay p.145
RetinAI Medical AG p.157
Swiss Motion Technologies SA p.177
Volumina Medical p.195

Biotechnologies
Bionomous p.55
Embion Technologies p.81
LYO-X GmbH p.131
SwissDeCode p.181

Conseil
LatticePoint Consulting Sàrl p.121
Linhart Intellectual Property p.127
Stim p.175
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Conseil d’entreprises

Alterna p.35

Conseil en Technologies
ECOCOOK p.79
InstaDeep p.109
Talents Nest p.183
Visium SA p.193

Electronique & Electrotechnique
aiCTX AG p.33
Avatarion Technology AG p.51
Bloch Labs p.57
Fastree3d p.89
Flyability p.91
Insightness p.105
microGauge AG p.137
MIRO Analytical Technologies p.139
Silent Laser p.169

Energie
H.Glass p.97
Insolight p.107
LENR Cars SA p.123

Finance
Conser p.67
SwissBorg SA p.179

1plusX p.29
Argusa Sarl p.39
ARTMYN SA p.41
Atracsys LLC p.45
Auterion p.47
Codex D. p.63
Coteries SA p.69
CYSEC SA p.71
Dathena p.73
Datuman Sàrl p.75
Exoscale p.83
Eyeware Tech SA p.85
FAIRTIQ p.87
GenLots SA p.93
Inpher p.103
Iprova Sàrl p.111
Largo Films SA p.119
METACO SA p.133
Meteomatics AG p.135
Olympe p.143
Proov p.149
ProtonMail p.151
Pryv SA p.153
Second Spectrum p.163
SecuLabs p.165
Sharing Solutions p.167
VSHN - The DevOps Company p.197

Matériaux
Avantama AG p.49

Prestataires de Services
Hydromea p.99
Skwoll SA p.171
Starmind AG p.173
Technis p.185
Unit8 SA p.189
ZebraSkill p.199

Recrutement
Impresso Labs p.101
TieTalent p.187

Télécommunications
Astrocast SA p.43
LIGENTEC SA p.125
QRCrypto SA p.155

Transport
Aeler Technologies SA p.31
CommoChain p.65
Parquery p.147

Luxe
GuestLee p.95
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